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Conservation and proper management of our natural resources
are basically a religious problem
and this fact determines our technical, social, economic and political
approach to a solution. This is my
conviction and contention. The god
or gods a man worships determines
what he does with his natural resources and how he approaches life
in its totality. This is the key to
our problem as a nation and as individuals interested in and dedicated to the conservation and proper management of what God in His
goodness has given us; whether it
be farm land, range land, forested
land or the minerals in and under
the land. The worship of false,
greedy gods results in the destruction of this resource while the worship of the one, true God of all
Creation results in the conservation of His precious gift to us.
Lowdermilk
(1953) asked Professor Gautier, an expert on North
Africa, if the climate there had
changed since Roman times in
order to justify the desolation of
the area. He answered, “We have
no evidence to indicate that the
climate has changed in an important degree since Roman times, but
the people have changed.” Lowdermilk concludes “that the decline
of North Africa is due to a change
in a people and more especially
to a change in culture and methods
of use of land that replaced a
highly developed
and intensive
agriculture and that allowed erosion to waste away the land and
to change the regime of waters.”
A c*bange in culture means a

change in religion ; therefore here
is secular evidence that my conviction and contention is valid.
I will spell out my contention
and conviction that conservation of
natural resources is basically a
religious problem with two points.
The first is that the only worthy
motive for conservation and proper management of our land resource is to glorify
God. The
second is that man’s conservation
of self (salvation), both individually and as a group, is dependent
upon and tied in with conservation
and proper management of land
resource.
To substantiate my first point
that the only worthy motive for
conservation is the glorification of
God I want to tell you about the
early Christian Monastics and what
they did for agriculture; for what
we consider the great accomplishments of today in agriculture are
merely the “fruits of the spirit” of
humble men who served and glorified God with all their hearts,
minds, souls, and bodies.
St. Benedict believed and taught
that idleness is the enemy of the
soul and prescribed manual labor
as a part of the discipline of all
monastic communities. To provide
this need of the soul and to provide for their physical needs as
well, the monks set to work on the
land about them. They approached
all Creation as the gift of God
and treated it as such. It was approached
in reverence, without
fear, and with temperance and selfrestraint in its use.
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Just what did result from their
efforts in the field of agriculture !
In Northumberland
(Great Britain) two thousand square miles of
shady plains and barreu sheaths
were turned over to the church.
All was developed into fat pasturage and abundant harvest. The unproductive Fen district (swamps)
of Southhampton was described in
these words, “It is a counterfeit of
Paradise, where the gentleness and
purity of heaven appear to be reflected. * * * Not an inch of land
as far as the eye can reach lies
uncultivated. Here the soil is hidden by fruit trees, there by vines
stretched upon the ground or
trailed on trellises.”
They taught that land should
be fallowed after continuous cropping. They practiced crop rotation with clover as a soil building
crop. They taught and practiced
the value of drainage and irrigation. They pioneered in forest and
water conservation.
Just what did they do in the
field of proper management ? They
became proficient plant and animal
breeders. They pioneered in %sh
hatcheries. They brought cheese
making to Parma. Introduced the
vineyard into Burgundy, the Rhine,
They
Auvergne
and England.
learned and practiced the art of
budding, grafting and layering of
tree crops. Monks of Mozat set
out walnut trees that are still
prevalent in Auvergne.
The Cistercian monks practically singlehandedly developed Eastern Germany from a wilderness. In fact
and of greatest importance, the
monasteries became the demoustration farms and experiment stations
of the new age following the fall
of Rome. They taught their lessons well because their message of
conservation and sound management is written across the lands
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of Europe and Britain. Their accomplishments in the field of agriculture were by-products of their
primary desire to praise and serve
their Lord !
Now to explain my conviction
that man’s conservation of self (salvation), both individually and as a
group, is dependent upon and tied
in with conservation of land resources. Range experts have found
that it is fruitless to study the
grasses of an area without considering all other biological and geographical factors at play. Grass
then is only a segment of a total
relation of plant, animal and physical environment.
This analogy
carries over into all Creation. Man
dare not study the total Creation
without considering himself a part
of it. We are related directly to
Creation, but in the Creation we
were given t.he command to have
dominion over it and subdue it.
This lordship of Creation in no
way divorces us from the natural
world. We were made out of the
stuff of the earth but the Almighty
breathed the life of his likeness
into us. Thus we are created in
His image out of the stuff of nature. Man is the crown of all Creation and has been given a lifelong lease on the rest of the created
order. Therefore as lease-holders
for God we have the responsibility
for the care of this earth. What
happens to the natural world affects man and what happens to
man affects the natural world.
Thus in our religious striving for
conservation of self or for what is
commonly called “salvation” we
dare not think that we are able to
leave behind the natural world.
Listen to the promise of God in the
Book of Deuteronomy, “And if you
will obey my commandments which
I command you this day, to love
the Lord your God, and to serve
him with all your heart and with
all your soul, he will give the rain
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for your land in its season, the
early rain and the later rain, that
you may gather in your grain and
your wine and your oil. And he
will give grass in your fields for
your cattle, and you shall eat and
be full. Take heed lest your heart
be deceived, and you turn aside
and serve other gods and worship
them, and the anger of the Lord be
kindled against you, and he shut
up the heavens, so that there be no
rain, and the land yield no fruit,
and you perish quickly off the good
land which the Lord gives you.”
(Deut. 11:13-17)
The kind of
lease-holders we are and have been
will be taken into account when
we appear before our Maker. For
in truth the land around us becomes and is the reflection of
man’s soul. Overgrazed pastures
and gutted fields reflect greedy,
grasping spirits who have forgotten whence they came and who
breathed the fullness of life into
them. They have abdicated their
God-given lordship of nature and
gone chasing after false gods. As
God’s men and God’s people we are
responsible to Him for what we do
with the glorious creation He has
given us.
St. Paul put it in better words
when he writes to the Christians
at Rome, “For the creation waits
with eager longing for the revealing of the sons of God ; for the
creation was subjected to futility,
not of its own will but by the will
of him who subjected it in hope ;
because the creation itself will be
set free from its bondage to decay
and obtain the glorious liberty of
the children of God.” (Romans
8 :19-X)
St. Paul is saying that
the Creation is waiting for men
to enter fully into and’accept the
salvation God has given us and
that when man does this all Creation will be freed from death and
decay. He even suggests that God
made man lord of Creation so that

it might serve as a reflection of the
sickness of man’s soul.
You and I know what has been
done by our government and certain inspired individuals in the
field of agriculture, yet none of the
plans offered have solved our basic
problem-the
loss of our land resources. The USDA has printed
thousands of bulletins, the Extension Service has demonstrated, the
Experiment
Stations have experi_
mented, and the Soil Conservation
Service has “put it on the ground”
but still we have not solved the
problem.
The root of the problem is the
sickness of man’s soul and until
that sickness is cured we can only
treat the symptoms of his disease.
The cure is for man and all men
to acknowledge God as their Creator-the
Source of all our Bounty.
We are dependent on Him for all
that we have and at the same time
we are stewards of all that He has
given us. Once we recognize the
root of our problem and get on
with the job- of conservation of
souls then we can get on with the
job of saving our land resources.
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To a stockman the main objective of a range livestock enterprise
is sustained maximum livestock
production
and sustained maximum dollar income. These can be
realized only when forage production on the range is maintained at
a maximum level. Unfortunately
many livestock ranges in the West
have deteriorated and are producing only part of their capacity of
forage and livestock. Restoration
of forage
production
on these
ranges is a major problem that has
not yet been satisfactorily solved.

of Grazing
All-Impolrtant

Management

*

The basic requirement for range
improvement
is proper management of grazing. It is true that
ranges can be improved by artificial reseeding, weed and brush
control, water spreading, and similar cultural measures, but usually
the total area that can be treated
economically in these ways is relatively small. Furthermore,
once
the range is improved by these
methods, maintenance
of range
production still depends on proper
grazing management.
What constitutes grazing management “? For a given kind of livestock it consists of the manipulation of only four factors:
(1)
Stocking rate, (2) season of grazing, (3) livestock distribution, and
(4) frequency of range grazing. A
range deteriorates or improves and+
livestock production is efficient or
I
ll’he Californiu Forest and Range Bxperiment Station is mahtained at Berkeley in cooperation with the University of
California.

California
Fore&
an(d Range
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inefficient depending on how these
factors are applied.
Almost every range presents a
different g r a z i n g management
problem, so there is no set formula
for manipulating
these factors.
Good grazing management rests
mainly on an understanding
of
certain facts concerning range and
livestock behavior, supplemented
by management experience and
good judgment. Knowledge of livestock grazing habits and plant
growth habits can be used to determine good grazing practicesparticularly
for those phases of
management that affect the improvement and maintenance of the
range. This generalization is based
chiefly on research and observations of cattle grazing on mountain
summer ranges in northeastern
California where the grazing season is about four months, June to
October.
Selective

Grazing Main Cause of
Deterioration

Most western ranges are covered
by, or have the capacity to grow,
bunchgrass type vegetation. This
type of vegetation reproduces from
seed. Improvement of the type for
grazing depends mainly on getting
reproduction
of desirable forage
species in the right places.
A close look at how bunchgrass
ranges react under grazing use reveals the fundamental answer to
the problem of range improvement. The grazing habits of livestock play a dominant role in
range deterioration. Cattle, for example, graze the range selectively,
eating certain plants on certain
areas more closely and more con-

sistently than on others. Preferred
forage species on readily accessible,
preferred sites are utilized closely
even under light or moderate stocking of the range as a whole. Len d-L
ing emphasis to this point are several recent utilization studies-by
the California Forest and Range
Experiment Station at the Burgess
Spring Experimental
Range in
Northeastern California, by Johnson (1953) on pine-timber cattle
ranges in Colorado, and by Woolfolk ( 1949) on sheep ranges in
Montana.
At the Burgess Spring Experimental Range, for example, utilization of Idaho fescue in open areas
in a pine timber stand averaged 43
per cent at the end of a particular
g r a z i n g season. The average
height of the remaining
plant
growth was 4 inches. However, 40
per cent of the plants in this stand
were grazed to a l-inch stubble, 29
per cent to a 2-inch stubble, 13
per cent to a 3-inch stubble, 3 per
cent to a 4-inch or taller stubble,
and 15 per cent were ungrazed.
Other studies have indicated that
clipping Idaho fescue to a 1.5-inch
stubble for only one season was
harmful to the plant; it reduced
both basal area and flower stalk
production the next year. So in this
case, although the average utilization of the stand was only 43 per
cent, more than 40 per cent of the I
stand was harmfully grazed.
_
Now the unfortunate part about ’
selective grazing is that plants and
areas that are grazed heavily one
season tend to be grazed heavily I
the next season, and those grazed
lightly once tend to be grazed
lightly again. Even during the
-- I
season, livestock tend to regraze
,
the same plants rather than eat
ungrazed ones. This consistent pattern of use is the result of the \
grazing habits of the livestock. ‘c
Therefore, u n d e r season-long
grazing year after year, as now
practiced generally on mountain
ranges in California and elsewhere
throughout the West, the better
forage species on the more accessible and preferred grazing sites
are gradually killed out (Fig. 1).
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sirable for livestock production to
forego use of the vegetation when
it is most susceptible to grazing
injury; that is the very time of
maximum grazing values.

FIGURE,

Cont*inuous grazing

of particular

forage

plants and range areas by live-

stock is the prime cause of range deterioration.

At the Burgess Spring Experiment
livestock tend to graze the palatRange about 29 per cent of the able species and leave the unpalatable ones.
Idaho fescue stand in the pinetimber type was destroyed by 8
Nor can close cropping of plants
years of moderate seasonal grazon the preferred areas be pre?- lng. As closely grazed sites become
vented by regulating stocking rate.
I bare and exposed to soil erosion or
The general effect of reducing
become covered with less desirable
stocking is to reduce the total area
forage species, depending on local
grazed and the number of plants
circumstances, livestock are forced
that are closely cropped. But close
to graze the less desirable species
use-as close as under heavy stockmove to less accessible areas. ing-still
0
prevails on the preferred
)r
This process leads to, ever-enlargareas. There is no practical point
ing areas of deterioration. Range
on the stocking scale where close
breakdown is spotty because of se- . grazing of a part of the vegetation
Also some sites ‘,/‘does not occur. Stocking rate simlective grazing.
deteriorate more rapidly than othply determines the size of the
ers under the same grazing presclosely cropped area and the rate
sure because of differences in soil, \ of vegetation change due to grazslope, vegetation and related fac- I ing.
tors. Evidence that ranges deterioVarying the season of grazing
rate in this manner is stamped on provides little opportunity for prepractically every mountain range
venting injury to the vegetation.
in northeastern California.
In the first place, close cropping is
damaging to the vegetation pracRest Essential for Range
tically throughout the grazing seaImprovement
son-even
when the vegetation is
The crux of the problem of rang;: mature. It is particularly harmful
improvement, therefore, is to mainjust before flowering time when
tain the relatively small part of
the vegetation is green and growthe total plant cover that is closely
ing most rapidly.
Shifting livecropped each year. The question
stock about to relieve grazing presis: How can grazing be regulated
sure on the vegetation at critical
so as to prevent close use of these stages of plant growth is impractiplants? The answer is: It can’t.
cal. Time is too short. Furthermore, frequent moving of livestock
Clearly no livestock distribution
reduces their total weight gains
measure can prevent selective grazduring the season. Nor is it deing. Even on the smallest area,

il

Persistent close cropping of a
portion of the vegetation, therefore, cannot be entirely prevented
so long as the range is grazed. But
the harmful effects of grazing can
be overcome by controlling the frequency of grazing, that is, by withholding grazing at intervals long
enough to give all plants a chance
to recover normal vigor, produce
seed (Fig. 2), and establish reproduction (Fig. 3). The fundamental answer to range improvement and maintenance, therefore,
is periodic resting of the range
1 \from grazing.
Now this does not
mean that stocking rate, season of
grazing, and livestock distribution
do not have some bearing on range
improvement
a n d maintenance.
They do. But these factors bear
more importantly on the efficiency
of range use and livestock production.
The idea of resting ranges to effect improvement is not new. A.
W. Sampson reached this conclusion from studies started in the
Wallowa Mountains of Oregon in
1907 and designed what is known
as the deferred and rotation system of grazing. Many other range
investigators, including Frandsen
(1950), Hull and Johnson (1955),
Hutchings and Stewart (1949))
Jones and Love (1945), McCarty
(1938)) McCarty and Price (1942))
Table 1. Schedule
of grazing
treatments to encourage reproduction
of
Idaho fescue.
Pew

Treatment

1st
2nd
3rd

I
4th

Graze closely first half of season
for full herbage use. Rest during second half of season.
Rest entire season to restore
vigor of grazed plants.
Rest during first half of season
to protect developing seed crop
from being gra.zed. Graze closely
during second half of season for
full herbage use and to get seed
trampled in the soil.
Rest entire season to insure establishment of seedlings.

‘cr
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have concluded that some form of
rest and rotation grazing is needed
for range improvement and maintenance. Grazing studies conducted
at the Burgess Spring Experimental Range from 1935 to 1951, have
led to the same conclusion.
However, these studies have indicated
the need for longer rest periods
than have been generally recognized before.
How to Provide the Needed Rest

,-

,-

The amount of rest needed in a
particular case is determined by
the growth requirements of the
vegetation-in
fact by the key forage species on the range. A key
species is one that is most desired
for grazing value and soil cover.
Idaho fescue, the key species at
Burgess Spring, was found to need
one full season of rest to restore
normal plant vigor after one season of grazing. A half season of
rest was needed to protect the developing seed crop from grazing,
and a minimum of one season of
rest was needed to insure seedling
establishment.
A grazing schedule based on
these growth requirements and designed to enourage establishment
of reproduction would be as shown
in Table 1. Grazing and resting in
this schedule are timed so that the
benefits of resting are not nullified
by grazing.
Operation of the plan would require subdivision of the range into
four units. Each unit would receive the four treatments in order
during a 4-pear period (Table 2).
The different range units would be
grazed and rested over a 4-year period in rotation. Thus two units
would be rested and two grazed
each year. At the beginning of the
season all of the livestock to be
grazed on the range would be
placed in unit 1 (see first year in
Table 2). Then about midseason
after seed ripens the livestock
would all be moved to unit 3. At
the end of each 4-year period the
grazing schedule would be started
over again.
The specific grazing schedule outlined here serves to illustrate the

FIGIJRE 2. Vigorous plants and heavy seed crops are needed for adequate establishment of reproduction of desirable forage species. The necessary seed can be obtained
in the proper places only by resting the sange from grazing at intervals.

principles in a rest-rotation grazing system. The important measure is to provide sufficient rest at
the right time to permit establishment of reproduction.
Some key
species may require less rest than
that found necessary for Idaho
fescue ; then fuller use would be
made of all the forage on the range
and fewer treatments and therefore fewer subdivisions
of the
range would be needed. Other key
species may need more rest and,
therefore,
more treatments and
more units. Once the range is
built up to a maximum or near
maximum herbage production capacity, units that are normally
rested in the building-up process
can be opened to grazing from time
to time to permit fuller use of the
forage on the entire range.
A rest-rotation
grazing
plan
provides positively
for continuous establishment of reproduction,
weather atid site conditions perTable

2.

Operation of grazing

Each year a different
mitting.
range unit is given an opportunity
to produce seedlings. Because the
rest periods are long, encompassing
entire grazing seasons, they satisfy
the growth requirements of most
of the other plant species associated with the key species on any
given site. These broad requirements also satisfy the needs of
vegetation over a uniform climatic
region. A grazing system based on
Idaho fescue, for example, is suited
to mountain ranges throughout
most of the east slope Sierra-Cascade region of California and Oregon.
The merits of rest-rotation grazing systems for restoring the productivity of bunchgrass type ranges
have not been fully explored. They
should be tried and tested more
adequately. A practical-scale test
of such a system based on Idaho
fescue is now under way on the
Harvey Valley Cattle Allotment on

schedule

on a four-unit

range

area.

Unit
Year

.

1

2

3

4

1st

1% Graze
$$ Rest

Rest

l/z Rest
1,~ Graze

Rest

2nd

Rest

1/L Rest
1% Graze

Rest

$4 Graze
1h Rest

3rd

11~Rest
l/z Graze

Rest

l/z Graze
l,l Rest

Rest

4th

Rest

Rest

l/z Rest
1/z Graze

_ lb2 Graze
I$ Rest
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provement
and maintenance
of
bunchgrass type ranges and for
maximum sustained livestock production.

FIGURE 3. Improvement and maintenance
stock production depend on the continuous
forage species.

of the range and maximum sustained liveestablishment of reproduction of desirable

the Lassen National
Forest in
northeastern California.
This allotment encompasses more than
32,000 acres and has a grazing capacity of 500 animal-units at present. The grazing plan requires use
of five range units. The first overall appraisal of the effectiveness of
the plan in increasing grazing capacity on the allotment will be
made in 1960 when each of the
units will have had one opportunity to produce a seedling crop.
The results obtained to date are

encouraging.
Summarizing,
t h e n, selective
grazing of the vegetation is the
prime cause of range deterioration.
Selective grazing cannot be prevented, but its harmful effects can
be overcome by resting the range
from grazing at intervals. Resting
must be timed so as to provide the
key forage species on the range
the opportunity to reproduce on a
continuous basis. There is little
doubt that periodic resting from
grazing is essential for the im-

Game Habitat and the Multiple Use of
Southern Forest Ranges”
HUBERT

D. BURKE

Southern Forest Experiment
Station, Forest Service,
Dept. of Agriculture,
New Orlealns, Louisiana *

Most southern ranges are forest
ranges in the complete sense of
the word. They exist chiefly on
lands that were once and likely to
be again covered with forests of
hardwood and pine. Savannah formations can be found, but most
openings are temporary and are
IPaper presented at the 9th Annual Neeting of the American Society of Range
Management,
Denuer, Colorado, January
24-27, 1956.

U. S.

maintained by fires. Records cite
the use of fire by Indians to keep
hunting areas open. When pastures are not mowed, when fields
are abandoned, or when openings
in the woods are kept free of fire,
the inevitable return to forest begins. It is on these transitory
ranges that the management of
livestock and game is practiced in
the South.
The kind and quantity of forage

h
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is determined largely by silvicultural practice, being influenced by
the kind and density of the timber
stand. Read (1951), in a study in
the Arkansas Ozarks, found that
an average of 600 pounds (green
weight) of herbage per acre was
produced by the end of May under
sparse stands of post oak and
blackjack oak. Only 100 pounds of
herbage were produced under a
stand of good quality red, white,
and black oaks that averaged 375
trees per acre. Gaines, Campbell
and Brasington
(1954) obtained
similar relationships on longleaf
pine lands in Alabama. They found
that forage varied from 1,000
pounds (air-dry) per acre on areas
with no overstory pines to 400 or L
500 pounds where the pine stand
had a basal area2 of about 110
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is determined largely by silvicultural practice, being influenced by
the kind and density of the timber
stand. Read (1951), in a study in
the Arkansas Ozarks, found that
an average of 600 pounds (green
weight) of herbage per acre was
produced by the end of May under
sparse stands of post oak and
blackjack oak. Only 100 pounds of
herbage were produced under a
stand of good quality red, white,
and black oaks that averaged 375
trees per acre. Gaines, Campbell
and Brasington
(1954) obtained
similar relationships on longleaf
pine lands in Alabama. They found
that forage varied from 1,000
pounds (air-dry) per acre on areas
with no overstory pines to 400 or L
500 pounds where the pine stand
had a basal area2 of about 110
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square feet per acre. Above 110
square feet of basal area, forage
again began to increase, because
mature longleaf stands open u@
and allow more light to reach the
forest floor. At basal areas of 150
square feet, forage averaged a little
over 500 pounds.
In Louisiana, Campbell and Cassady (1951) found that herbage
production was higher under hardwood than under pine stands, because pine litter accumulated much
greater weight than did hardwood
litter.
Decline and Restoration
Forests and Wildlife
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of

The variation of forage with timber density requires that plans for
managing livestock and wildlife be
closely correlated with plans for
timber management. The need for
close correlation did not always
exist and is by no means universal
today. It is developing with the
rapid spread of scientific timber
management.
In the past, clear-cutting left
millions of acres devoid of trees
and thus established temporary
grassland. Free range was the rule
then and, in many places, still is.
Cutover timberlands, largely company-owned, were used as public
domain, chiefly for cattle. Deer
had not been seen in some areas
for almost a century.
In southwest Louisiana, for example, the 1939 Forest Survey
found 1.5 million acres of cutover
land that had not reforested since
the virgin timber was cut thirty to
fifty years previously;
another 3
million acres were relatively open
cutover stands. These lands supported large herds of cattle and
sheep, some goats and many hogs.
Each year fire was used to reduce
accumulated material from the previous year and “green up” the
range, much as had been done in
earlier times by the Indians.
During the past 20 years condi-

,aBasal area of a tree is the moss-sectional
area of its stem as measured 4.5 feet
from the ground.
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tions have been changing.
Fire
protection has received increased
support from the people, and natural forest regeneration is re-covering many areas that had lapsed
into grass. The large temporary
prairies on the cutover longleaf
pinelands are as a rule fairly level
and have a high timber-producing
potential; these are being planted
or seeded to pines. As a result,
former free-range lands are rapidly
becoming covered with even-aged
forests. The U. S. Forest Service
reported that by 1954 more than
2% million acres had been planted
or seeded in the South.
Within established forests, density of stocking is increasing, timber management plans are being
applied on larger ,holdings, and
cutting is scheduled.
At the same time that the forests
have been rebuilding, deer have
been re-introduced and protected.
Now they are increasing rapidly,
and a large and active segment of
the public has such an intense interest in deer that public land administrators, livestock operators,
and owners of private timberlands
could not ignore the problem even
if desired. The management of
deer forage adds another element
to range management. That sufficiently large breeding herds exist
to provide rapid expansion of the
deer population up to or beyond
the capacity of the range is evident
from a comparison of estimated
carrying capacity for the Southern
states and their present population :
Potential

Present

deer

deer

State

Pop.”

pop.**

Alabama

450,000

Arkansas

500,000

75,000

Florida

400,000

42,000

Georgia

(no

est.)

46,118

33,000

Louisiana

165,000

78,000

Mississippi

240,000

50,000

Carolina

155,000

160,000

South Carolina

(no est.)

50,000

250,000

20,000

North

Tennessee
_-“Barick,
in the

F. B. 1951.
Southeastern

Deer restoration
United
States,

RSSGES
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Today the range manager in the
South is faced with two new and
rapidly developing situations. One
is the re-establishment of the forests due to the practice of timber
management. The other is the rapid
increase of deer over the entire
region.
Effect of All-Aged Timber
lMa,nagement Upon Range
Timber management practices,
upon which range management
must be based, fall into the two
broad categories of all-aged and
even-aged. In the management of
all-aged stands, individual trees or
small groups of trees are harvested
as they mature. The general structure of the stand, and hence the
amount of forage, remains somewhat constant.
Under these conditions, it is
necessary for the range manager to
determine the effect of the various
methods of selective timber harvest, with their variations in openings, upon the forage for livestock
and deer. He must determine the
type of selective cutting that provides openings in the forest most
beneficial to forage production.
With this accomplished, the timber
management plan can be adjusted
to provide the greatest amount of
forage commensurate with the objectives of timber production.
Moreover, the necessity for preventing undue damage to tree reproduction may make it necessary
to reduce stocking below the level
of forage availability.
Effect of Even-Aged Timber
Management Upon Range
In management of even-aged timber stands, all, or practically all,
of the timber in a given stand is
cut at the same time. Much of the
existing browse remains, and a
heavy growth of grass and forbs
Paper presented at the 5th annual meeting of the Southeastern Assoc. of Game
and Fish Commissioners.
The potential
is based on the estimated carrying capacity of the deer ranges.
**Hickie,
P. 1954. Inventory
of biggame animals
of the United
States.
U. S. Dept. Interior
Wildlife
Leaflet
364. 3 pp.
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comes in during the first growing
season after the cut. The heavy
growth covers the area until the
young trees, which have come from
seed of the previous stand or which
may have been planted following
the cutting, grow sufficiently to
begin to shade out the grasses. As
the grasses are shaded out, a heavy
growth of shrubs often dominates
the understory, but it too becomes
thinner as the trees develop. As
has been noted, these effects vary
widely under the various timber
types.
Under even-aged timber management, then, forage fluctuates widely both in amount and composition.
In stands managed for pulpwood,
the cycle may be as short as 15
years. Here again total available
forage does not always indicate
the stocking level. During the first
seasons after cutting, when forage
is most abundant, tree reproduction is becoming established and
the range manager must adjust
stocking rates and seasons of grazing to prevent da,mage. Cassady,
et al., in Louisiana (1955) found
that, while cattle rarely graze pines
when other green forage is available, losses will be excessive where
cattle concentrate and over-graze.
Little damage occurred when grazing was deferred until there was
plenty of green forage.
The utilization of forage under
even-aged stands of timber thus
depends upon the recognition of
the timber-growing cycle as well as
the correct evaluation of the separate browse and forage cycles that
accompany timber growth.
Neled for Combined LivestockGame Forage Analysis
Today stocking must be based
not only upon grazing capacity for
cattle but also the capacity of the
forage to support deer. Formerly,

D. BURKE

browse and forbs in the forest were
either considered as a part of the
cattle forage or used as a forage
safety factor.
Many studies have conside<ed
livestock and timber or deer and
timber but few if any southern
studies have been made to determine the proper correlation of livestock and deer with timber. This
must now be done under both allaged and even-aged timber conditions. A start has been made by
both game managers and land administrators.
Harlow (1955), using the forage
weight method
developed
for
southern ranges by Campbell and
Cassady (1955), made a forage
analysis of four forest types in
Florida. Forage species for both
deer and cattle were recorded as a
basis for estimating combined deer
and cattle pressure.
During July 1955, in a field
meeting on the Ouachita National
Forest in Arkansas, ranges and
staff of the Forest, personnel of the
State Game and Fish Commission,
and range research men from the
Southern Forest Experiment Station calculated combined cattle and
deer carrying capacity on a 7,000acre area containing pine, pinehardwoods, and old fields.
In addition to grass and browse,
the range manager, who now must
consider game in his calculations,
needs to know the deer food available in the form of acorns (for oaks
are present in almost all southern
forest stands). The mast crop provides an important supplement to
the deer diet and may play an important role in the conditioning of
deer for breeding.
Fire
Fire and its relation to timber
and range management is of great
importance,
particularly
in the

longleaf-slash pine forests of the
Gulf Coast, where prescribed burns
are used extensively in timber management. The range manager needs
to know the effects of fire in stands
producing both deer and livestock
forage, as well as timber.
Summary
Most southern ranges are forest
ranges. Now that forest cover is
returning to large areas of cutover
land, the close correlation of livestock and wildlife
management
with timber management plans becomes necessary. Deer, which were
absent or scarce in most areas twenty years ago, are now numbered by
thousands and are increasing rapidly. Range management must be
based on methods of forage analysis that consider both wildlife
and livestock forage. Information
must be secured on the response of
forage to various timber-harvesting
methods, the establishment of reproduction, and the use of controlled burning.
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ElementaryMorphology of Grass Growth and
How It Affects Utilization1
C. A. RECHENTHIN
Soil
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Conservation

In grass, God in His wisdom gave
the world a plant that is admirably
adapted to withstand the grazing
of animals and be an efficient forage producer.
Early in its life, the grass seedling has growth habits that enable
it to survive in spite of grazing
animals. J. E. Weaver (1930), in
extensive studies of the development of grass roots, found that
roots are sent deeply into the soil
before much surface is exposed
above the ground. He found that
little bluestem, for example, sends
roots 2 to 2.5 inches into the
ground before the shoot appears
above the ground. The root is much
branched at the end of 3 days,
and at the end of 2 weeks, has
reached a depth of 6 inches, with
a lateral spread of 2 to 3 inches.
Thus, the seedling. becomes firmly
attached to the soil soon after
germination, and is able to resist
being pulled from the soil by a
grazing animal.

Service,

Sam Angelo,

Texas

A sheath is attached at each node,
with the leaf blade at the upper
end of the sheath. The meristematic, or growth, tissue is located at
the nodes in the stems, and at the
base of the sheath and the blade.
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Growth is by the division, or multiplication, of the growth cells in
the meristematic tissue. Thus, the
internodes, sheaths and blades issue
out of the meristematic region
much as a pencil lead issues out of
a mechanical pencil.
The grass stem has all its nodes
and leaves in embryonic or rudimentary form when it emerges from
the seed. Growth starts first in the
basal node and leaf,’ pushing the
rudimentary stalk upward. As that
node and leaf approach full size,
growth starts in the next node, then
the next, and so on until the stem
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Grasses as EfEcient Forage
Plants
There seem to be two primary
reasons why grasses are such efficient forage producers : (1) the
location of the meristematic tissue
and growth habits of the plant, and
(2) the ability of the plant to produce new shoots from buds at the
nodes, the process known as “tillering.”
Growth Habits of Grass
Let’s examine the structure of
a grass plant to see how the location of the meristematic tissue affects its utilization.
The stem of
a grass plant is made up of a series
of nodes and internodes (Fig. 1).
at the Ninth Annual
Meeting,
American
Society
of Range
Management, Denz;er, Colorado, January
25. 2956.
IPaper
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FIGURE 1. Defoliated
seedstalks of giantreed
(Arundo donax) show how a grass
grows from the active tissue at the swollen node. A. Telescoping
of joints of a
young plant; B. Elongated step of an older plant that is still growing as noted by
the telescoping of joints toward the tip; C. Top of growing grass was cut off and
new stems grew from the dormant buds at the joints.
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FIGURE2.

Development of big- bluestem
seedstalk on June 23 and on August 21.
Four lower joints remained about the
same length during the observation but
the plant more than doubled in size from
the fourth joint upward.

reaches its full length (Fig. 2).
The basal nodes of perennial
grasses are very short. The sheaths
and blades of these nodes are thrust
upward, well ahead of the embryonic stem, or growing point. The
sheaths and blades of the basal
nodes overlap each other, forming
a bundle or tube, the older more
mature leaves on the outside, providing a protective cover for the
immature leaves and the growing
stem on the inside (Fig. 3). In
some grasses, there may be 8 to 10
very short basal nodes, and the
growing stem is not thrust above
the ground and exposed to grazing
until considerable growth has occurred.
An animal may graze off the
leaves that are above the ground,
without removing the meristematic
tissue at the base of the leaves, or
the growing point. Thus, a plant
can continue its growth, except for
a temporary slowing down of the
growth due to the reduction of
food-manufacturing
leaves.

Herein lies one fundamental dif3 nodes above ground. Thus, the
ference between grasses and the
growing, or rudimentary, stem, is
broad-leaved plants which makes not pushed to within reach of a
grasses the more efficient forage
grazing animal until shortly before
producer. Unlike the grasses, the
the seed head is produced.
growing cells of the broad-leaved
The seed heads of little bluestem
plants are found in the growing, rand sideoats grama are thus exor terminal bud. Upon germinaposed to a grazing animal only for
tion, the terminal bud is immedia short time. Sideoats grama, havately thrust upward, and within
ing only a few nodes above ground,
reach of a grazing animal. If reproduces seed heads quickly after
moved before a leaf-joint is formed,
the point
emerges
above the
there will be no further growth.
ground, and the chances of the
If the terminal bud is removed
head being removed by grazing are
above a leaf joint, many plants
small. It can effectively resist heavy
have the ability to start growth I.&razing.
from a new bud formed at the
On the other hand, some grasses
leaf joint.
as Indiangrass
and switchgrass
have
only
2
to
4
short
basal nodes
There are differences in grass
(Fig. 5). The growing stem is
species, themselves, in how they reelevated above ground soon after
spond to grazing. J. E. Weaver
growth starts, and is within reach
and W. W. Hansen (1941) have
of a grazing animal. This fact,
made extensive studies of the orcombined with the high palatability
igin, composition and degeneration
of these grasses in early growth
of pastures in the Midwest. Palstages, makes it highly probable
atability, nutritive value and other
that
the growing stem will be refactors cause livestock to select
moved, particularly under heavy
some grasses more readily than
use.
others, and if too heavily used, even
Production of New Grass Shoots
to graze some out of pastures.
The second important characterFarrel A. Branson (1953) found,
istic of grasses that makes them
however, that differences in the
efficient forage producers is their
physical structure of grasses may
ability to produce new shoots at
also be important in how grasses
the nodes, as illustrated in Figure
Species of
respond to grazing.
1, (C.). Buds at the short basal
grasses vary in the number of short
nodes may develop new shoots, and
basal nodes, and also in the number
these may again develop new shoots
of fruiting
stems to vegetative
at their nodes, the process known
stems.
The number of short basal nodes
influences how soon the growing
stem is thrust above the ground,
and within reach of a grazing animal. Little bluestem, for example,
was found to have 13 to 15 very
short basal nodes, the whole aggregating no more than one inch in
length
(Fig. 4). Most of these
short nodes are below ground level.
Thus, the growing point is not
pushed above ground until after
the first 12 to 15 short nodes are
mature, which may be mid-growing
season. There are about 7 elongated
nodes above ground.
Sideoats grama has 10 to 12 very
short iydes, totalling little more
than one-half inch in length. On
the other hand, there are only 2 or

FIGURE 3. Young seedstalk of big bluestem with enlarged cross-section
(rt.) w
showing growing point with enclosing
sheaths.
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as “tillering.”
Generally, growth
hormones are produced in the new
or growing buds, and the buds at
the nodes do not develop. However, under the stimulation of removal of the growing stem, growth
hormones are then produced in the
bud scales at the nodes, which will
begin growth.
Grasses having many short basal
nodes, as sideoats grama and little
bluestem, have many buds from
which to “tiller.”
Adventitious
roots are developed at the nodes to
supply the needs of the newlydeveloped
lateral branches into
which the axillary buds develop.
Indiangrass
and switchgrass,
with fewer short basal needs, have
only a few nodes from which buds
can develop i.nto new shoots. They
are less able to spread or even
maintain growth under intense
grazing.
Branson (1953) found that the
ratio of fruiting stems to vegetative
stems in grasses has an influence
on response to grazing.
Sideoats
-- grama, a grass tolerant of closegrazing, has a ratio of slightly
more than 2 vegetative stems to
one fruiting stem. Buffalograss and

and Rhizome

SWITCHGRASS

INOIANGRASS

Development

Certain grasses have the ability
to produce stolons and rhizomes,
another
characteristic
probably
closely associated with the ability
to tiller, making them tolerant to
grazing. Buffalograss and curlymesquite produce surface runners,
or stolons, from the axillary buds
on the nodes. The growing points
of these grasses remain at or near
the ground level, and they have a
high ratio of vegetative stems to
fruiting stems. They are very tolerant of grazing, even though quite
palatable when growing.
Johnsongrass (Fig. 6)) western
wheatgrass, Kentucky
bluegrass,
and others produce underground
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GROWTH

blue grama, both tolerant of heavy
grazing, have ratios of about 6
vegetative stems to each stem producing a seed head. Switchgrass,
a grass less tolerant to grazing,
has a ratio of more than 2 fruiting stems to each vegetative stem.
Branson
concluded
that those
grasses producing a predominance
of fruiting stems are less tolerant
of grazing than those producing
an abundance of vegetative stems.
Stolon

FIGURE 4. Seedsta,lks of little bluestem
and sideoats
grama with leaves and
sheaths removed
showing
short basal
nodes. Detail enlarged 5 times that of
habit sketch.

OF GRASS

AIDS

FIGURE 5. Seedstalks
of Indiangrass
and switchgrass with leaves and sheaths
removed showing position of basal nodes.

stems, or rhizomes, by means of
which they spread. These rhizomes
are below the ground and, therefore, cannot be grazed. However,
and western
both Johnsongrass
wheatgrass immedia tely elevate the

TO

GRASS

GROWTH

,,/
k
I

New

Roots

t.
FIGURE 6. Axillary aids to grass growth.
A. Lodged or bent-over stem showing
geotropic reaction of growth tissue on lower side of node in forcing stem upward;
B. Rhizome, new roots and stem; C. Developing holdfast or brace-roots.
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growing point of the stem above
ground upon emerging, and have
a low ratio of vegetative stems to
fruiting stems, making them less
tolerant of grazing than the bluegrass, which has a high ratio and
remains close to the ground.
Still other grasses, like Bermudagrass, have both stolons and rhizomes. Bermudagrass remains close
to the ground and can tolerate intense grazing.
Another feature adding somewhat to the value of grasses for
grazing is their ability to withstand
trampling.
The plant is able to
tiller if the shoot is removed by
grazing or trampling. The meristematic tissue at the nodes also retains its ability to resume limited
growth. If the shoot is knocked

EFFECTS

down accidentally, the tissue on the
lower side of the stem resumes
growth. The cells on the lower
side of the stem are the collection
point in such cases of growth hormones, stimulating the cells to elongate, thus elevating the stem again
to a vertical position, where normal
production of the seed head can
proceed.
Thus we can see in grasses a
type of plant that is adapted to
withstand grazing and to be an
efficient producer of forage for
grazing animals. Perhaps ages of
grazing have left only those plants
in the plains and prairie regions
that were able to withstand grazing
-an
application, to a degree at
least, of the law of the survival of
the fittest.

OF SEED TREATMENTS UPON

THE

GERMINATION

Abstract of thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the Degree of Master of Science in
Range Manugement, Colorado A. and M. College, 1954.

Attempts to restore browse cover on depleted big
game winter ranges by artificial reseeding have gen-

erally failed. Successful reseeding of brows,e pla.nts
has been handicapped by a lack of information concerning methods of treating browse seeds which will
induce satisfactory germination.
A study was undertaken to compare the relative
effectiveness of two seed treatments, stratification and
a#cid scarification, in inducing germination of three
shrubs : antelope bitterblrush (Purshicc tride”nt&a),
mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus
mowtalvms) and
calnescem).
Potential
fourwing saltbush (AtripZex
germination of these seeds was also determined for
comparative purposes by staining embryos with tetrazolium chloride by the topographic method.
Stratification was accomplished by placing seed in
moist acid peat at temperatures of 31” F. to 41” F.
Samples were removed at weekly intervals to determine the optimum period of stratification.
Acid scarification w&s accomplished by placing seed
in a copper-screen basket and suspending in concentrated sulfuric acid for ten minute int,ervala up to
90 minutes. The seed were then washed a.nd planted
in flats of vermiculite in four replications of 50 seeds
each for germination at temperatures of 62” to 77” F.
The best’period of stratification for bitterbrush was
49 t,o 70 days. After 49 days in stratification a few
of the seeds began to sprout. The germination of
seed stratified for 70 days was 82.5 percent, while
non-treated seed germinated 1 percent. Acid treatment of bitterbrush for a period of 50 minutes resulted in a germination of 83.5 percent.
The best period of stratification for mountain mahogany was four weeks or longer. At the end of
nine weeks stratification, however, a large portion of
the seed began to sprout,. The germination of seed
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stratified for 70 days was 71 percent, while nontreated seed germina,ted 1 percent’.
Mountain mahogany seed soaked in acid for 60
minutes ha.d the highest germination, 51.5 percent.
This figure is significant’ly higher than the control,
but is also significantly lowler t.han t.he germination
resulting from stratification. Nevertheless, acid scarification removes the hairy styles from the seed which
would permit, the seed to pass, readily through a seed
drill for more rapid and effective planting.
Fourwing saltbush seed does not require stratification so only acid treatment was used on these seeds.
The germination of seed soaked for 60 minutes was
15.5 percent, while the control lot germinated 10.5
percent.
Staining of the embryos by use of 2,3,5-triphenyltetlazolium chloride proved inconclusive in indicating
germination capacity for bitterbrush and mountain
mahogany. Fourwing saltb,ush, however, reacted favorably to the stain. The1 average potential germination of fourwing saltbush as indicated by staining
was 41 percent,, while the a.verage germination of acid
treated seed was 14.75 percent.
These studies show that acid scarification of bitterbrush is as effective as stratification in inducing better germina,tion. Acid scarification may be accomplished in less time than stratification, and the treatment. is advantageous in instances where1 seed must
be treat,ed and planted in a minimum of time.
While stratification induces better germination of
mountain mahogany than acid scasification, the latter
treatment, relmoved the hairy styles so that seed may
be planted with drills. In view of the known advantages of drilling in planting seed more uniformly in
the soil, acid scarification of mountain mahogany seed
is to be preferred wherever drilling of seed may be
effect,ive.
Acid scarification removes the wings of fourwing
saltbnsh seed s#o that it may be drilled.--Rcalyymoad
John Boyd, 2,090 Leyden Street, Denver, Colorado.

Some Soil-Plant Relationshipsin
Eastern Oregon
E. WILLIAM

ANDERSON

Range
Conaervationnist, Soil CoJnservation Serviced, Pendleto%, Oregon

Soil and plant technicians, ranchers and farmers have long recognized the fact that soil differences
are often accompanied by certain
plant differences. Scientists have
studied and written about precise
soil-plant
relationships.
H. L.
Shantz (1911, 1938) and A. W.
Sampson (1939) contributed much
to the understanding of plants and
the soils on which they grow over
a wide area, and to the application
of these facts to western agriculture.
In studying soil-plant relationships, a phase of a soil type is the
unit of soil mapping about which
the greater number of precise statements and predictions can be made
concerning soil use, management
and productivity.
Locally, and on
arable lands, these specific soilplant relationships are well known
and recognized.
On non-arable
lands, the concepts of soil-plant
relationships are often general in
nature; as, for example, that saltgrass occurs on saline soils and
conifers on acid soils. This is due
to the longer and more detailed
background of research and observation on cultivated lands than on
range and forest lands.

The Study Area

._

A study of range sites, their soils,
original vegetation, and response
to grazing use in eastern Oregon,
has revealed some significant soilplant relationships that have not
been commonly known. To illustrate, the Columbia Basin Area of
northeastern Oregon has been selected as an example. This area is
bounded on the east and south by
the Blue Mountains, on the west by
the Cascades, and on the nbrth by
the Columbia River. Figure 1 is a
north-south profile section of this
Area.

From the north at the Columbia
River at an elevation of about 300
feet and extending south for about
10 miles is a low rolling terraced
area sloping toward the river. Farther south for about 15 miles is an
area of low undulating hills somewhat higher in elevation. From
here on south for another 25 miles,
the drainage pattern becomes more
pronounced with elevations rising
to about 4,000 feet where the Blue
Mountain timbered area begins.
Average
annual precipitation
along this profile ranges from about
7 to 8 inches at Irrigon on the
river to about 16 inches near the
timber.
soils
The general soils pattern is
shown in Figure 1. The area nearest the Columbia River is characterized by Rupert sand, a soil deCOLUMBIA
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Vegetation
The concurrent development of
soil profile and vegetation, each
IPersons unfa,miliar with the concepts of
great soil groups will find them defined
in the 1958 Yearbook of
and disavsed
Agriculture
SOILS AND MEN.
ZImprovements
in the soil classification
system being currently
developed
may
somewhat cha%ge the present clastification of certain soil series mentioned in
this paper.
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veloped in alluvium that has been
reworked by wind. The undulating hills a’re represented by the
Ritzville silt loam, a soil developed
from eolian deposits. The foothill
area to the south is characterized
by areas of Condon silt loam and
Morrow silt loam, which are primarily derived from loess with
minor residual characteristics from
basalt.
Typical of zonal soils, the soils
representing this land profile reflect the influence of the active
factors of soil genesis-climate
and
living organisms, chiefly vegetaThree great soil groups,1
tion.
Sierozem, Brown, and Chestnut,2
are represented by these soils.
They reflect improving
climatic
factors for plant growth.
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FIGURE 1. General north-south profile section of the Columbia Basin Area of Eastern Oregon showing general soil-plant relationships as influenced by changing soils,
elevation, precipitation,
geographic position and other climatic and physiographic
factors.
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FIGURE2. A section of the Condon-Morrow soil area of the Columbia Basin profile.
Soil plant relationships as influenced by soils, exposure and slope are shown in detail
comparable to actual field mapping conditions.

with its reciprocal influence on the
other, is illustrated for this land
profile in Figure 1.
Typical plant communities and
climax compositions are shown for
the normal relief of each soil where
the influence of exposure is at a
minimum. In the climatic situation represented by the Rupert
soil area, needlegrasses (/%~a occidentcclis, S. comata!) predominate
in the climax composition. As the
situation for plant growth improves as a result of changes in
soils, elevation, precipitation, geographic position, and other climatic and physiographic factors as
represented by the Ritzville soil
area, needlegrasses are largely replaced in the climax composition
by bluebunch wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatzcm) . With additional
of conditions
for
improvement
plant growth as represented by the
Condon soil area, Idaho fescue
(Pestuca idahoemis) enters the climax composition. Still further improvement of conditions for plant
growth, as represented by the Morrow soil area, results in an increasing replace’ment of bluebunch
wheatgrass by Idaho fescue in the
climax composition.
The percentage
of perennial
herbs in the composition changes

very little but the species are
markedly different under each of
the different situations.
Yields

Potential forage yields increase
as climatic conditions for plant
growth improve from the Rupert
to the Ritzville and Condon soil
areas. The lack of yield increase
from the Condon to the Morrow
soil area results from the lower
growth-form
of Idaho fescue as
compared to bluebunch wheatgrass.
The increased occurrence
of a
lower forage producing species is
about equalized, in terms of forage
production, by an increase of stand
density, and both areas produce
about the same.
Grea’t Soil Groups and Range
Sites
Because of significant differences
in kind and amount of climax vegetation, the normal relief of Rupert
soil is a different range site than
that of Ritzville soil. Likewise, the
normal relief of Ritzville soil is a
different range site than the Condon soil. But the differences in
climax composition between the
normal reliefs of C’ondon and Morrow soils represent the lower and
upper phases of the same range
site. Such variations within a

range site are referred to by Poulton (1955) as habitat types. A
separate range site on similar rolling topography would be recognized when conditions for plant
growth resulted in an Idaho fescue
dominance in the climax composition.
Corresponding differences
in
soils are closely related to these
The Rupert,
vegetal differences.
Ritzville and Condon soils have
profile characteristics sufficiently
different to classify them into different great soil groups. The Condon and Morrow soils have profile
characteristics sufficiently similar
to classify them in a single great
soil group.
An apparent principle of soilplant correlation indicated by our
study is this : In range areas having zonal soils-which
are soils
that reflect the influence of environment in their profile development-when
environmental forces
are sufficiently different between
two areas to produce soils representative of two great soil groups,
the accompanying climax vegetation is significantly different in
kind and amount and different
range sites are involved. Present
indications
are that great soil
groups of Intrazonal and Azonal
soils-which
are soils that reflect
the influences of environment in
their profile characteristics to a
lesser degree-also
have significant
soil-plant relationships that can be
identified and are locally consistent.
The relationship between significantly different kinds and amounts
of climax vegetation and the soils
on which they occur is more specifically illustrated in Figure 2, which
represents a section of the CondonMorrow soil area of the Columbia
Basin. The detail of soil delineation represented on this profile is
comparable to actual field mapping in this area.
Consider the right-hand portion
of the profile in which the Condon
silt loam occupies a rolling hill
position. On the moderate north
exposure the soil is typically deeper than on the rolling hills and it
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is classed as a deep phase of Condon silt loam. On the steep north
exposure, the characteristics of the
soil are such that it is called a different series, Walla Walla. And
since the normal phase of Walla
Walla silt loam is on an undulating topography, this is called a
steep phase. On the south exposure, the soil differs sufficiently
from the Condon soil to be a different series, the Ruckles. A steep
phase of the Ruckles stony loam
is mapped on slopes exceeding 40
percent.
Consider the left side of Figure
2 in which Morrow silt loam occupies the rolling hills position. It
will be noted that the same pattern
exists as in the Condon soil area,
but different soil series are involved.
In the Condon soil area, environmental influences of south exposures on soil profile development
have been such that the Ruckles
soil is classified in the Brown great
soil group, instead of in the Chestnut as are the Condon and Walla
Walla. By contrast, in the Morrow soil area, environmental influences of south exposures on soil
profile development
have been
such that the Gem is classified in
the Chestnut great soil group along
with the Morrow.
The Linville3
on the steep north exposure, however, is classified as a Chernozem.
In the Condon ‘soil area, the
major change in the climax vegetation consistent with soil changes
is in the amount of Idaho fescue
and bluebunch wheatgrass in the
climax composition. As conditions
for plant growth change from the
rolling hills to the steep north exposure, Idaho fescue replaces bluebunch wheatgrass. But the reverse
is true as the conditions for plant
growth change toward the south
exposure. This same pattern occurs
in the Morrow soil area, except
that Idaho fescue persists in the
climax composition on the south
exposure.
A south exposure with Gem soil
produces Idaho fescue in the cli3The Linville series
not been correlated.
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FIGURE 3. Effect of soil depth and climatic influences as represented by degree of
slope on the climax compositions of north exposures in the Condon-Morrow soil area
of the Columbia Basin.

This, together
max composition.
with corresponding differences in
kinds and amounts of other plants,
qualifies it as a range site separate
from a south exposure with Ruckles soil. Gem is classified in the
Chestnut and Ruckles in the Brown
great soil groups.
As previously pointed out, the
normal relief of Condon and Morrow soils represent the lower and
upper phases of the same range
site and are different habitat types.
Both soils are classified in the
Chestnut great soil group.
The steep north exposures with
both Linville and Walla Walla
soils produce essentially the same
climax composition and are the
same range site but the Linville is
presently classified in the Chernozem and the Walla Walla in the
Chestnut great soil groups. Recognizing that the Walla Walla silt
loam normal phase is on an undulating topography, possibly soils
on steep north exposures should
not be classified as Walla Walla,
but as some other series in the
Chernozem great soil group.
Other examples indicate that the
Chestnut great soil group is entirely too broad in its range to
correlate well with vegetation
changes and the Chernozem is too
narrow. Certain soil series could

be grouped in a more logical manner if the Chernozem group were
re-defined to include the upper
portion of the Chestnut group. The
climax vegetation and certain dryland cropping characteristics support this suggestion.
These very
apparent indicators can be used as
a basis for analyzing and adjusting the soil classification system.
The concept of soil-plant relationships would be strengthened.
Effects of Slope and Soil Depth
on Plant Composition
A more specific example of soilplant relationships
is given in
Figure 3 which illustrates the effect of soil depth and degree of
slope on climax composition. This
correlation is most pronounced on
north exposures in the Columbia
Basin. The soils of the north exposures in Figure 2 are used in
this illustration.
The Linyille silt loam and the
Walla Walla silt loam, both on
north exposures, have been mapped
with two depth classes each. Both
depth classes are associated with
Idaho fescue dominance in the
climax composition.
Moderately
deep Morrow silt
loam on north exposures produces
a dominance of bluebunch wheat-
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grass on slopes up to 25 percent
and a dominance of Idaho fescue
on slopes over 25 percent. When
this soil is shallow, a north exposure slope of 30 percent is required
to cause a change from bluebunch
wheatgrass to Idaho fescue dominance.
Condon silt loam on north exposures has three depth classes. The
deep class occurs on slopes less
than 15 percent and produces a
bluebunch wheatgrass dominance.
A 30 percent north exposure slope
when moderately deep, and 40 percent when shallow, is required to
cause a change from bluebunch
wheat grass to Idaho fescue dominance in the climax composition.
The shallower depth classes for
each soil occur on the steepest
slopes.
The actual percent
slope at
which these significant changes
take place does not necessarily
occur in 5 percent increments. In
mapping range lands the slope is
estimated to the nearest 5 percent.
These data are based upon 396
separate samples of north exposures and are a portion of a range
site analysis involving 72 ranches
representing over 400,000 acres in
the Columbia Basin of eastern Ore\

gon- ,

Natural Subdivisions
Eastern Oregon

of

of coniferous trees and such forage
plants as pinegrass (Calamagrostis
rubescens), elk sedge (Carex geye&i) and Idaho fescue, together
with such soils as Waha silty clay
loam which produces an open
grassland, Underwood loam which
produces ponderosa pine grassland,
and Helmer silt loam which produces a mixed fir forest.
Farther south the rugged topography resulting from terrific folding, lifting, faulting, and volcanic
action plus geologic erosion of deep
sedimentary deposits, makes the
North Central Area one of spectacular physiography.
Mahoganyand juniper-covered buttes capped
with igneous or sedimentary rocks
are in contrast to the rounded topography of the eroded sediments
of lower elevations. The widespread
invasion of juniper (Juniperus occident&is) indicates its affinity for
the highly calcareous fine-textured
soils derived from these ancient
sedimentary deposits as typified by
the Legler clay, the Day clay, and
the Tub clay loam.4 Bitterbrush
(Purshia tride&ata,) is important
in this area and the plant occurs on
most upland sites. Giant wild-rye
(Elymus cinereus) , associated only
with bottomlands in some other
areas, occurs unifqrmly in the climax on upland sites. Possibly this
is because of the increased lateral
drainage in these fine textured
soils, which also results in profuse
springs and seeps.

The discussion so far has illustrated soil-plant relationships ranging from those of a general and
commonly
known
character to
those of a specific and less known
character, all within the relatively
homogeneous area of the Columbia
Basin. Equally important in the
art and science of arable and nonarable land management are the
broader correlations that exist between soils and vegetation. Figure
4 illustrates some of these correlations in a cross-section of eastern
Oregon.
Each of the natural
That portion of the Great Basin
subdivisions of eastern Oregon replying within Oregon with its relaresented here has identifying chartively flat lakebed appearance and
acteristics of soils, vegetation,
its interior drainage is widely
topography, geology and climate
known as the High Desert Area.
that affect the entire field of agriIt, too, has characteristic plants
culture within that area.
and soils setting it apart from other
The Columbia Basin Area is typeastern Oregon areas. The uniform
ified by a characteristic
topooccurrence of big sagebrush (Argraphic pattern, by three grasses- . temisia
tridentata)
over nearly
bluebunch wheatgrass, Idaho f esall sites and its apparent place
cue and Sandberg bluegrass (POU
in climax
.compositions is typical.
secunda)-that
make up a high
Blue joint wild-rye (E Zymus tritipercentage of the climax compocoides) occurs extensively on ansition on each grassland site, and
cient lakebed sites. Bitterbrush ocby such soils as Condon, Morrow
curs uniformly on the upland sites.
and Walla Walla silt loam.
4The Legler, Day and Tub so&? are tenThe higher Blue Mountain Area
tative and have not been correlated.
is typified by its extensive stands
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are not just areas of relative loca-

tion. Like individual
soils and
plant communities, they can be delineated, as shown in Figure 5. If
their broad soil-plant relationships
are as outstandingly
consistent
within the areas and as different
from adjacent natural areas as they
appear to be, then it seems reasonable that any sound agricultural
program must recognize
these
areas.
Since these natural areas and the
specific soil-plant relationships
within them do not coincide with
political boundaries, educators and
technicians-soils,
range, agronomy
and forestry-working
with agriculture in soil conservation districts, grazing districts, state or
national forests, or in counties and
even in different states, need to
recognize and understand these
basic facts about ecology.
LITERATURE
FIGURE 5. General location and extent of the natural areas of Eastern Oregon.
Field delineation of these areas is recorded on detailed maps of the region and is
based on soil-plant relationships
determined by field study.

Here too, occurs a perennial fescue
that keys out as Idaho fescue but
has an opposite response to effective moisture levels and is surely
an ecotype of distinctive characThese plant characteristics
ter.
are typically associated with such
soils as the Fort Rock loam on
the diatomaceous sediments, the

Moorehouse loamy sand on the
sand hills, and the Lakeview silt
loam on lakebeds.
These broadly homogeneous natural subdivisions of eastern Oregon
Port Bock, Moot-house and Lakeview series are tentative and have not
been correlated.
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The Effects of Nitrates
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Forage Production of a Southern Arizona
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Few studies have been made of
the use of commercial fertilizers on
southwestern rangelands. The results available indicate that range
fertilization has definite possibilities as a means of maintaining and
improving forage production on
these ranges.
It is well known that the application of nitrogen increases the quantity and quality of forage produced
(Arnold, 1936, Kapp, et al., 1950).
Dickey, et aE. (1948), report that
nitrogen fertilization increased the
crude protein content of forage
plants as well as forage production.
Cooper, et al. (1955), found that
the addition of nitrogen and phosphorus was an economical means of
increasing hay production of mountain meadows in eastern Oregon.
Studies
conducted
by Bentley
(1946L using single superphosphate, indicated that there was little concentrated grazing on the
fertilized plots prior to late fall.
During the late fall, however, cattle
grazed grasses on the fertilized
plots to the ground while only
slightly grazing the unfertilized
areas.
In addition to the amount and
value of herbage produced, fertilization used in conjunction with
other range improvement practices
has high potential value. Retzer
(1954)) reported that fertilization
in two reseeding trials increased
the chances of seedling survival
and promoted initial growth. Fertilizer application has also been
effective in improving present vegeta1 cover for soil and moisture conIApproved
for publication as Tech.
per No. 379, Arizona Agricultural
periment
Station.

PaEx-

servation (Hoglund, et al., 1952).
Used in conjunction with brush
control it greatly increased the
chance for re-establishment of the
native perennial grasses.

Experimental

Area

This study was conducted during
the summer of 1954 on the H. B.
Thurber Singing Valley Ranch located in southeastern Pima County,
Arizona.2 The experimental area
was typical of the desert grassland
ranges that comprise much of
southern Arizona.
The area selected contains most
of the dominant and subdominant
forage species typical of the desert
grassland ranges of southern Arizona. The results probably apply
to other similar desert grassland
regions.
An annual rainfall of 16 inches
is normal for the area, slightly
more than half of which falls during the summer months. As the
bulk of forage in southern Arizona’s desert grassland is produced
during the summer rainy season the
fertilizers were applied immediately prior to the first summer rains.
The soil is moderately acid (pH
5.8) throughout and is tentatively
classified as a Shantung Brown soil
of the Vista-Holland Sierra series.
Perennial grasses were dominant
on the study area. Two species,
curly mesquite (Hilaria bezangeri)
and sprucetop grama (Bouteloua
chondrosiodes) predominated (Fig.
1). Others occurring in significant
amounts were sideoats grama (B.
curtipendula)
, slender grama (B.
2Appreoiation
is expressed to Harold B.
Thurber,
owner of the Singing
Valley
Ranch for providing
the area for this
study.

fiZiformis), blue grama (B. gra&is),
poverty threeawn (Aristida
hamulosa) , and wolftail (Lycurz~
phleoides) . Shrubby vegetation included false mesquite ( CaZZiandra
e r i o p’h y ZZa ) , shrubby buckwheat
(Eriogonum
Wrightii),
and velvetpod mimosa ( MimSosa dysocarpa) .
Annual golden-eye (Viguiera
annua)
and wild daisy (Erigeron
corzciwus)
were abundantly distributed through all the plots.

h

Methods and Materials
The experimental area was divided into four series of ten plots
each. The plots (each 8’ x 24’)
were laid out with the long dimension extending downslope (approximately 20°) with an easterly exposure (Fig. 1) (left). Plots were
separated by a minimum distance
of four feet. Choice of fertilizer.
and rate of application to any particular plot were determined by
random selection.
Each rate of
application
was replicated four
times.
The commercial fertilizers used
were ammonium nitrate (32-O-O),
ammonium phosphate
(16-20-O),
and single superphosphate (0-200). These were applied in granular
form at rates of 100, 200, and 400
pounds per acre.
Because of the small amounts of
fertilizers applied on each plot, it
was necessary to increase the bulk
to facilitate even spreading.
A
standard amount of river-bottom
sand was mixed with each fertilizer
application and an equal amount
of sand was applied to each check
plot.
Soil samples were taken from
each plot prior to fertilization and
again two months later. The samples were collected at twelve-inch
intervals to a depth of three feet,
oven dried, and analyzed for available phosphate and soil nitrate.
Nitrate determinations were made
at each depth collected; phosphates
only in the surface foot.
Available soil phosphate was determined by extraction with sodium
bicarbonate (Olsen, et al., 1954).
Soil nitrate was analyzed by the
phenoldisulf
onic acid method
(Harper, 1924). Soil pH was de-
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by tbe Beckman pH indi-

From the timr of fertilizer application until harvest, the vegetation
was obserwd at periodic interrals
to note any visual effects of the
treatment. The amount of herbage
produced during the summer growing se&son was determined by clipping, air drying, and weighing the
cnrrent season’s growth.
The tn-o
dominant grasses, curly mesquite
and sprucetop grama, were paokaged separateI?.
These samples
,wxre subsequently
analyzed
for
available
phosphorus
and crude
protein.
Sitrogen
content of each plant
sample was determined by the boric
acid modification
of the microKjeldahl method. The nitrogen figure thus obtained eras multiplied

Fertilirer
Rate

1””

(16-20-O)

1””
20”
4””

xitratc

Phosphate fertilization
at rates
of 100 and 200 pounds 1~. acre
resulted in onlp slight increases in
forage productmn; there was, homever, a considerable increase at the
400.pound rate.

The application of single superphosphate had no effect on soil
nitrogen. after addition of nitrogen-source fertilizers, on the other
hand, the nitrate content of the soil
was sipnifienntly higher two months
later at all depths to three feet
(Table 2).

IllOh.

(0-20-0)
100

Amm”lli”ln
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Soils in general have slight eapacity for preventing nitrate leaching and one might expect to find
increased amounts of soil nitrate
at greater depths after applications
of nitrate fertilizers.
This might
account for the large increase (375
per cent) of soil nitrate at the
three-foot lerel following
applieations of ammonium nitrate at 400
pounds per acre. Similar rates of
ammonium phosphate, on the other
hand, gave only a 75 per cent increase at the three-foot lerel. This
difference can be accounted for by
the presence or absence of the nitrate form of nitrogen in the additive.

Acre

Phosphate

RAXGE

There was a slight increase in
soil nitrate at the three-foot level
when superphosphate was applied
at 100 pounds per acre. This increase was small and may have been
due to soil heterogeneity.

““0
Ammoai”“,

ARMOSB

-411 applications of nitrogen fertilizers resulted in a marked increase in forage production (Table
1). On plots receiving ammonium
nitrate,
forage
production
was
greatest at the 100 pounds/acre
rate and decreased with additional
increments of fertilizer
up to 400
pounds per acre. In contrast, ammonium phosphate gave increased
forage production
with each successive increment of fertilizer
up
to the 400 p”nnda/acre rate.

Fertilizer

Superphosphate

SOUTHERX

Reslllts

and

per

OF

by the general protein factor of
6.25 (Triebold, 1946) to give crude
protein. Phosphorus in plant material was determined by the molybdivanado-phosphoric
acid method
(Kitson and Mellon, 1944).

of Application

Pounds
No

FERTILIZATION

(32-0-O)
100

2””
4””
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Table

2.

Effect

-

of
-

Fertilizer and
Rate of Application
in Pounds Per Acre
No fertilizer
Superphosphate

Ammonium

L.S.D.
L.S.D.

(0-20-O)
100
200

Phosphate
(16-20-o)
100
200
400
Nitrate (32-O-O)
100
200
400

at 5 per cent level is 1.6
at 1 per cent level is 2.6

Crude

Protein

Content

fertilization

of

-

Soil

_-

Depths

Months After
Application

O-3”

12-15”

24-27”

mm

2.0

ppm
7.5

zvm
3.5

wm
2.0

_-

7.0

3.5

6.5
7.5
7.0

3.5
4.0
3.5

1.5
2.0
2.0

7.0
7.5
7.0

3.5
4.0
3.5

2.0
2.0
2.0

7.0
7.5
7.5

3.5
3.5
4.0

1.5
2.0
2.0

7.5
8.5
11.5

5.5
8.5
12.0

3.0
3.5
3.5

6.5
7.0
7.0

3.0
3.5
3.5

1.5
2.0
2.0

7.0
11.0

5.0
6.0

3.5
4.5

14.0

10.5

9.5

Grasses

-

to the capacity of phosphate in
ammonium phosphate to penetrate
the soil at a faster rate than when
applied as superphosphate. Except
for this slight difference, there was
little variation in the increases of
plant phosphorus from applications
of ammonium phosphate and single
superphosphate.
Green-Feed

Period

of Grasses

Many of the grasses from plots
treated with nitrogenous fertilizers
were still green by the end of the
first week of September.
Ammonium nitrate when applied at

400 pounds per acre extended the
green-feed period considerably. At
the lower rates of application, the
effect was less marked. In contrast,
grasses on the unfertilized
and
superphosphate-treated
plots for
those treated with 400 pounds of
superphosphate, were well into the
curing stage by the middle of
August. Phosphorus and nitrogen
in combination
prolonged the
green-feed period more than nitrogen alone.
Observations made the following
spring showed that the basal leaves
of grasses from nitrogen-fertilized
plots began greening up as early
as the last week in March. Similar
basal growth on grasses from unfertilized and superphosphatetreated plots was not noted until
the middle of April.
Discussion
In fertilization of native grassland ranges, the stockman is interested primarily in such practical
results as increased forage production, increased palatability and nutritive value of the forage, or more
effective erosion control. At the
same time he wants to maintain or
increase the fertility of the soil.
The responses of the forage plants
to fertilization in this study indicated that the prior fertility status
of the soil was either low or un-

Phosphate

The application of phosphate fertilizers
markedly
increased the
available phosph ate in the surface
foot of soil two months after application (Table 4). The percentage increases in soil phosphate were
essentially similar from applications of either superphosphate or
ammonium phosphate.
Phosphorus

Two
24-27”

R. HUMPHREY

nitrate.

Content at Different

Prior to
Application

Results from this one-season
study indicate that phosphate fertilization at all rates of application
had no significant effect on the
crude protein content of the grasses. Nitrogen fertilization, however,
increased the crude protein content
of both curly mesquite and sprucetop grama (Table 3). These increases in protein were directly
proportional to the rate of nitrogen
f e’rtilizer application. They appear,
therefore, to be a direct result of
the influence of increased available
nitrogen in the treated soils.
Available
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on soil

Soil Nitrate

O-3” 12-15”
_Plm
mm

400

Ammonium
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Content

of

Grasses

The phosphorus content of curly
mesquite and sprucetop
grama
from phosphate-fertilized plots was
considerably higher in all instances
than from unfertilized plots (Table
3). The increase was slightly greater in samples of sprucetop grama
than in curly mesquite
when phos~_ _
phorus was applied as ammonium
phosphate. This may be attributed

Table

3.

Effect

of

fertilizer

application

on the

crude

contents of two grass species.
Fertilizer and
Application
Rate in
Pounds per Acre

I

L s D at 5 per centleve,
L:S:D:

at I per cent level

-

Phosphorus
Sprucetop
Grama

5.98

%
.15

%
.13

5.20
5.12
5.45

6.05
6.10
5.93

.17
.21
.26

.16
.19
.23

6.30
7.55
8.80

6.95
10.33
11.65

.18
.21
.26

.15
.21
.25

5.50
8.45
9.64

7.85
9.16
12.32

.16
.15
.15

.13
.14
.13

0.03

0.05

%
5.15

I

__

1”:7’

_-

Sprucetop
Gramma

and phosphorus

Curly
Mesquite

Curly
Mesquite

No Fertilizer
Superphosphate

(0-20-O)
100
200
400
Ammonium Phosphate (16-20-o)
100
200
400
Ammonium Nitrate (32-O-O)
100
200
490

Crude Protein

protein

%

00187

NITRATE

AND PHOSPHATE

balanced, or that the necessary elements were present in an unavailable form.
On a basis of these criteria the
fertilizer applications were beneficial in all instances where nitrogenous fertilizers were used. However, the changes in quantity and
quality of forage were found to
depend upon the particular nitrogen fertilizer used and the rate of
application.
Ammonium phosphate appeared
to have definite advantages over
ammonium nitrate. Phosphorus is
difficult for plants to obtain under
arid conditions. Hence an increase
in available phosphate in the form
of a fertilizer makes more phosphorus available during drought.
Under humid conditions
which
render phosphorus available, the
additions of this fertilizer element
are not lost as there is a carry-over
effect with the added phosphorus
(Taylor and Haddock, 1955). The
addition of ammonium phosphate
therefore, would seem toIbenefit the
forage plant in two ways : by increasing soil nitrogen which becomes available under favorable
conditions of aeration and moisture, and by increasing phosphorus
which may be beneficial in drought
periods.
The increase in crude protein
content of all grass samples taken
from nitrogen-fertilized
plots was
directly proportional to the rate of
fertilizer application. It is of interest that though the grasses were
well into the curing stage when
clipped and analyzed, the protein
content of those from nitrogenfertilized plots was as much as
double that of unfertilized plants.
The nutritional values of grasses
are thus enhanced by nitrogen fertilization as there is normally a
decrease in protein content with
maturation and dormancy. :Nitrogenous fertilizers do not necessarily
increase the protein content at this
time, but do check the usual rapid
drop in protein content with maturity (Hall, et al., 1937).
Phosphorus, when applied to the
soil, has a tendency to revert to less
soluble and available forms, espe-

FERTILIZATION

Table 4.

OF SOUTHERN

Phosphorus
Fertilizer and
Rate of Applica.tion
in Pounds Per Acre

Ammonium

L.S.D.
L.S.D.

at
at

Available in the Surface
of Soil

cent
cent

level
level

is
is

Foot

Two Months
After
Application

wm
3.5

(0-20-O)
100
200
400
Phosphate (16-20-o)
100
200
400
Nitrate (32-O-O)
100
200
400

5 per
1 per

nitrate fertilizers

Prior to
Application

No fertilizer
Superphosphate
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phosphate as affected by phosphate
applied at different rates.

Available

Ammonium

ARIZONA

ppm
3.5

,

4.5
5.0
6.0
4.0
4.5
6.0
3.5
4.0
3.5

1.2
1.5

cially under or above a pH range
of 5.6 to 6.5. There is some indication that phosphorus in the form
of ammonium phosphate, when applied to the soil surface, has a
greater penetrating capacity than
does the soluble portion of superphosphate (Bear, 1953). This study
shows that under the arid conditions typical of southern Arizona,
phosphorus in the form of ammonium phosphate will penetrate
to the rapt zone of the grasses and
will not remain in the surface
layers.
The marked increase noted in
phosphorus content of the grasses is
especially important as the plants
enter the curing stage. Grasses at
this growth stage are low in palatability.
An increase in plant
phosphorus increases both palatability and nutritional value of the
forage, although it has little effect
upon volume of forage produced.
The extension of the green-feed
period is of major importance in
the arid Southwest. Grasses of this
region decrease rapidly in palatability during the early fall months.
If normal precipitation falls during
the growing season, there is an
abundance of feed at the end of the
summer’s growth, but both palatability and nutritional value are
decreasing. Nitrogen fertilization
provides palatable and nutritious

feed during a longer period and
thus shortens the supplemental feed
period necessary during the fall
and winter months when the range
forage is at its lowest nutritional
level. Similar extensions of the
green-feed period of grasses due to
nitrogen fertilization were noted by
Hoglund, et al., (1952), and Johnsen, (1954). The early greening of
the basal leaves, as noted in the
spring of 1955 may be a factor of
considerable
importance
in the
spring, a time when Southwest
ranges are usually short of green
feed.
The time may come when the
relationship between cost of fertilizer application and benefits derived may drastically change. A
marked decrease in fertilizer costs
or an increase in the value of livestock products might justify fertilization rates that are uneconomical today.
Fertilization
today,
however, has to be justified on a
present-day cost-benefit ratio.
In this connection it will be noted
that with prevailing prices for fertilizers, the 100 pounds-per-acre application of straight ammonium
phosphate seems to provide the best
return in weight of forage produced. The cost per ton of hay
increase would be slightly more
than $20. It should be remembered,
however, that tonnage was only one
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of the benefits derived. Growing
season was lengthened, plant phosphorus content was increased on
plots fertilized with phosphate and
protein content was significantly
higher almost throughout. The total
effect of these various factors can
satisfactorily be measured only by
grazing tests. The small size of the
plots in the present study and the
lack of grazing animals or other
facilities made this impossible in
the present study.
Summary
The effects of applications of
superphosphate, ammonium phosphate, and ammonium nitrate fertilizers on forage quantity and
quality were studied on a typical
desert grassland range in southern
Arizona.
Fertilizer
applications
were made at rates of 100, 200 and
400 pounds per acre.
Forage production
was determined by clipping, air drying and
weighing the current
season’s
growth. Samples of curly mesquite
and sprucetop grama thus obtained
were subsequently analyzed for
available phosphorus and for crude
protein. Soil samples taken to a
depth of three feet prior to fertilization and again two months
later were analyzed for available
soil phosphate and soil nitrate. The
green-feed period was determined
by regular observation of the study
site during the course of the study.
Superphosphate fertilization, except at the 400-pound-per-acre rate,
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resulted in only slight increases in
forage production and green-feed
period. Available soil phosphate
increased markedly in the surface
foot of soil. Curly mesquite and
sprucetop grama showed a corresponding increase in phosphorus
content after phosphate fertilization.
Fertilization
with ammonium
phosphate
gave significant
increases in forage production and
the green-feed period of grasses. It
increased the available phosphate
and nitrate content of the soil. The
use of ammonium phosphate also
gave considerable increases in the
phosphorus and crude protein content of curly mesquite and sprucetop grama.
Ammonium nitrate produced significant increases in forage production and the green-feed period, in
nitrate content of soils and in crude
protein content of curly mesquite
and sprucetop grama.
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plants on each sample were inventoried annually by basal diameter
measurements. Diameters of drillrow plants and grass reproduction
between rows were tallied separately. Work was done in the fall
each year, starting in October 1947.
Readings on the drill-row plants
were terminated after the 19’49 observation; measurements
of between-row plants were carried
through 1952 except for an omission in 1950.

<c’- Relation of the Dalles Pocket Gopher to
Establishmentand Maintenanceof
Range Grass Plantings
GEORGE

,

A. GARRISON

AND A. W. MOORE

Range Connservationist (Research), Pacific Northwest Forest and Ramge Experiment Station, Forest Service, U. S.
Dept. of Agriczcltum, Portland, Oregon,; and Biologist (retired) Fish ami?Wildlife Service, U. S. Dept. of Interior,
Portland, Oregos

Several species and varieties of
pocket gophers (Thomomys spp.)
are common on meadow and grassland openings in the mountains of
eastern Oregon and eastern Washington. Since pocket gophers are
active yearlong and often infest
large tracts, the ill effects of their
burrowing ,and feeding habits can
reach serious proportions.
Pocket
gophers greatly retard natural improvement of mountain meadows
previously overgrazed by livestock
(Moore and Reid, 1951), but the
relation of gopher activities to development of new grass stands has
had little study. Since range reseeding investments are increasing,
range administrators
and stockmen need more information on the
influence of pocket gophers on
grass plantings.
To meet this need for some mountain valleys of eastern Oregon, a
cooperative study was begun in the
fall of 1947 by the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment
Station and the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife
Service.
Logan Valley,
elevation 5,000 feet, in the Malheur National Forest was chosen
for the study. This site, reseeded
in 1938 to crested wheatgrass, supported a mediocre drill-row stand
but only a scanty amount of grass
reproduct
ion, even though the
stand had produced several seed
crops and cattle use had been restricted to the month of September.
Gopher workings were abundant,
thus it appeared gophers were responsible for the rather poor condition of the planting.
The objectives of the study were

Results
Gopher Activity

determine the effects of Dalles
pocket gopher
(Thomomys
talpoides quadratus) on (1) the old
drill-row plants and their seedlings ; and (2) on some new drill
plantings.
to

Study of Established

Plantings

To investigate current effects of
gophers on the 1938 grass planting,
two pairs of 200x250-ft. plots were
laid out in 1947 about one mile
apart. The two areas will later be
referred to as blocks 1 and 2 (Fig.
1). From the fall of 1947 through
1950 one plot of each pair, with a
surrounding buffer strip 200 to
600 feet wide, was maintained in a
near gopher-free
condition
by
trapping. Twenty circular samples,
each 100 square feet in area, were
established grid fashion in all four
plots, and all crested wheatgrass

FHA

“Gopher-free”

FIGURE 1.

1947-1950

q

Gopher population at the beginning of the study was found to be
16.1 animals per acre. The ratio
of adult males to females was 1 A.4.
By the last trapping period in
1950, the population of the “gopher-free” areas had been so reduced
that gophers were removed at the
rate of only 0.85 per acre in the
trapped portion of Block 1, and 2.4
per acre in Block 2. Eighty-one
percent of these were young or immature animals.
Gophers apparently prefer to
feed upon plant bulbs and fleshy
roots but they were found to also
feed upon other plant parts. In
the untrapped plots, gophers ate
the root crown of an occasional
old clump or bunch of crested
wheatgrass. Partially eaten stems
of crested wheatgrass were found

Plots in 1938 plontings

m 1949 plantings

Field layout showing location of plots and “gopher-free”

or trapped areas.
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FIGURE 2. The old drill-row planting of crested wheatgrass
about a two-thirds stand when the study was undertaken.

in gopher runways. Consumption
of green food in early summer was
confirmed by examination of stomach contents. Young plants were
frequently killed by gophers tunneling through the small root systems or by burial of the tops under
the abundant
soil “casts” and
mounds. Old spots of intensive disturbance 15 to 30 feet in diameter
were kept completely
free of
crested wheatgrass by continued
gopher activity.
Influence in Old-Grass Planting
When the study was undertaken,
the planting was 9 years old and
consisted of about a two-thirds
stand (Fig. 2). Total basal diameter of old drill-row bunches averaged only 115 inches per lOOsquare-foot circular, sample. After
two years (fall 1947 to fall 1949)
Table
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was 9 years

old and

of gopher-control work, the basal
diameter of grasses in drill rows
of trapped plots was not significantly different from that of untrapped plots.
On the other hand, new wheatgrass plants between the drill rows
benefited from
gopher-control
work. Basal diameters of new
plants on gopher-free
areas increased greatly each year and these
seedling stands became superior to
those where gophers were present
(Table 1). A little slump in diameter gains occurred in 1952;
however, statistical tests showed
the greatest significance for comparisons made with 1952 data.
Study of Mew Seeldings
To determine the effects of
gophers on new grass plantings,
clean-tilled seedbeds were prepared

Total basal diameter of crested wheatgrass between drill rows and
percentage increase since 1947, with and without gopher control.
Total
basal
diameter

Treatment

Block 1
Plot l-gophers
present
Plot 2-gophers
controlled
1947-1950, inclusive
Block 2
Plot 4-gophers
present
Plot 3-gophers
controlled
1947-1950, inclusive

--

1947

Increase

in basal

diameter

1948

1949

1951

1952

77.5

%
234

%
223

%
364

%
261

36.5

311

429

1,463

1,018

94.0

32

121

166

31

59.5

93

150

526

316

in&e8

in May 1949 near each of the four
original plots (Fig. 1). Thus, one
plot of each new pair was maintained nearly gopher-free for 2
years within the original gopherfree areas. Randomly located, 50
x 250-foot strips were planted in
each new plot, four species being
used : Crested wheatgrass (Agropyron
cristatum),
intermediate
wheatgrass (Agropyron intermediurn), pubescent wheatgrass (Agropyron trichophorum),
and tall oatgrass (Arrhenatherum
elatius).
Drill-row spacing was 12 inches.
These new plots were of the same
dimensions as the older plots, and
the same number and size of circular samples were established
within them. The length of drillrow planting destroyed by gophers

FIGVRE 3. By the end of the first
growing season, gophers started to reinhabit untrapped plantings of tall oatSurveyor’s
chaining pins mark
grass.
“craters”
in drill rows where gopher
pulled young grass plants down into
runwa,ys.

was measured in June and October
during the first growing season and
the late summer or fall for the
second through the fifth years.
The new stands were fenced to
exclude cattle use until September
1950. In September 1949, however,
cattle destroyed young stands in
the untrapped plot (No. 8) of
Block 2 after an electric fence controller failed. Consequently, Plot
8 was ignored for the remainder
of the study.
Influence in New Grass Plantings
Pocket gophers caused no damage during germination and emergence of the spring-planted grasses. In fact all seedling stands
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obtained by the May 1949 plantings
were undisturbed by either mice or
gophers when inspected in June of
the same year. Thorough seedbed
preparation had eliminated former
vegetation that has been attractive
gopher food. Young stands were
rated good or excellent as to number of plants per foot, distribution,
and vigor.
In October of this first growing
season, gophers started to reinhabit a .part of the untrapped plot ;
they destroyed 4 per cent of the
drill rows of tall oatgrass, a species
whose fleshy stem bases or corms
are good gopher food. Wheatgrasses were undisturbed. By the fourth
season all grass species of the unprotected plot were developed
enough that gophers were starting
to feed on their root crowns (Table
2). By 1953, the fifth growingseason, average stand loss by three
wheatgrasses had reached 30 per
cent, whereas stand loss of ta,ll oatgrass amounted to 84 per cent.
In plots trapped for 2 years,
there was no gopher damage for
a year after termination of gopher
control (Fig. 4). Then in 1952, the
second season protection was withheld, those circular samples adjacent to narrowest portions of the
buffer strip were invaded
by
gophers. At the next or fifth observation, gcphers were present in
all formerly protected plantings.
Drill-row losses of tall oatgrass averaged 86 per cent and for wheatgrass 38 per cent. However, losses
of wheatgrasses were much below
this average in the plot (No. 6)
which had the widest buffer strip
and the lowest gopher population
at the time of the last trapping
(Table 2). Among the wheatgrasses, pubescent wheatgrass had the
least apparent
drill-row
losses.
Greater drill-row losses of this species would have been recorded if
new tops from its abundant rhizomes had not partially replaced
some of the destroyed portions. In
addition this sod-forming species
was starting to spread between the
rows and this growth compensated
for some drill-row loss that measurements within drill rows could
not show.

OF GOPHERS

TO GRASS

FIGURE 4. Trapping and poisoning
stands of crested wheatgrass (left)

prevented gopher damage
and tall oatgrass.

2.

in these two-year-old

stand between drill rows or for
filling in areas skipped between
planted strips. But dependence on
natural reseeding is unwise if pocket gophers are prevalent.
Seedbed preparation, which destroyed all broad-leaved herbs preferred by gophers, rendered new
planting sites unattractive to gophers until the new grass stand
was developed enough to be a
source of gopher food.
When unprotected from gophers,
new stands of tall oatgrass were
the first to be damaged and suffered most. Wheatgrass stands were
much less attractive to gophers.
Rhizome production of pubescent
wheatgrass partially offset gopher
damage.
The practice of direct gopher
control cannot be eliminated for all
site conditions and gopher pres-

Conclusions
The damage caused by Dalles
pocket gophers to range grass
plantings and the differences in
vulnerability of grasses by age and
species were shown by a study in
eastern Oregon.
Old-drill-row plants in 9- to llyear old plantings of crested wheatgrass were not greatly affected by
current
gopher burrowing
and
feeding. Establishment of natural
reproduction between drill rows of
this bunchgrass, however, was definitely impaired by gopher activities.
These facts should discourage a
practice sometimes used for economy reasons in seeding bunchgrasses, that of wide drill-row spacing.
Under this practice less seed is
purchased, and natural reseeding
is depended on for filling in the
Table
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Percent of drill row destroyed in young grass stands, 1949-1953,
and without gopher control for first two growing seasons,
Plot

5

Plots

SpCCiCS

Gophers
Gophers present
1949

Tall
oatgrass
Pubescent
wheatgrass
Crested
wheatgrass
Intermediate
wheatgrass

6 and 7
controlled

two

seasons

1950

1951

4

14

%
14

48

84

0

0

0

0

0

18

35

0

0

0

0

11

33

0

0

0

T

21

1952

with

1953

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

0

o-31

80-92

0

0

T-29

T-44

0

0

0

O-62 28-77

0

0

0

%

20-48

23-55
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sures ; however, a seedbed free of
broad-leaved herbs and planted to
rhizomatous
wheatgrasses would
probably need only moderate eontrol for the first three growing seasons and none after the fifth growing season. Moore and Reid (1951)
estimated the average cost of gopher control at 40 cents per acre.
This moderate expense per year,

A. GARRISON
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even for 5 years, is a justifiable
protection cost for investment in
range reseeding usually costing
from seven to ten dollars per acre.
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Chemical Control of Sagebrush Larkspur
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Sagebrush larkspur (Delphinium
megacarpum Nels. & Macbr.) is a
poisonous low larkspur common to
the sagebrush range in southeastern
Oregon. Its habit of early spring
growth and great abundance on
some deteriorated ranges makes it
dangerous
plant
an extremely
which is responsible for many cattle
losses in the spring.
Attention has been directed to
the possibility of obtaining chemical control of larkspur with emphasis upon simultaneous control
of big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata Nutt.). This paper records the
larkspur mortality results obtained
in spraying trials designed to study
the susceptibility of big sagebrush,
and suggests a procedure for obtaining simultaneous control of the
two plants.
Procedure
Larkspur and sagebrush densities
were taken by area list-count prior
to spraying in 1953 and again in
1954 in an experiment designed to
study the susceptibility of big sageV3quaw Butte-Harney
Esperiment
Station {s jointly operated and jim3dsa by
the Department
of the Inderior, Bureau
of Land Management,
and Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station, Corvallis,
Oregon.
This report
is pdilished
as
Technical Paper No. 945, Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station.

brush to various spray solutions.
Larkspur density was taken . on
permanent sub-samples of 5 square
feet. The mean initial larkspur
density was 3.9 plants per subsample.
The treatments included in the
experiment were as follows :

Experiment Station, who helped
plan the study and make first observations.
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Further details of the experiment have been reported by Hyder
and Sneva (1955).
Since larkspur was found on only
259 of the 432 plots, with a variable
number of samples per treatment,
the analysis of mortality required
a more complex form of least
squares analysis.
By the method of least squares,
the constants and the regression
coefficient were estimated from the
data. This method involves solving
a set of simultaneous equations and
is presented by Anderson and Bancroft (1952).
Results

Dates of Spraying..........._.............. __._______
6
Dates of spraying, materials and
D1, April 2O.._......_._...._..___~___~.__________acid rates caused significant varialarkspur completely emerged
tions in larkspur mortality, but all
Dz, May 4..........._._.__......................_
solvents and volume rates were
larkspur full basal leaf and
equally effective.
Sandberg bluegrass heading
Among materials there was but
Da, Ma,y 18................. _._______.__.__
______..
little difference between the two
flower stems showing
forms of 2,4-D ; therefore, the reD,, June 1........_................ ____
___
.____
___
early flower
sults are summarized to compare
D5, June 17....... ____
____
____
___._._____
________ 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T each at acid rates
full flower
of one and two pounds per acre
De, July 8................._....................._._
by dates of spraying (Fig. 1). In
early seed
all dates of spraying, 2,4-D at one
Materials
. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ..._____~~._____~_.__._._________~3
pound per acre killed more larkMI, Propylene glycol butyl ether
spur
than 2,4,5-T at two pounds
ester of 2,4-D
per acre.
Ma, Propylene glycol butyl ether
The large and consistent decrease
ester of 2,4,5-T
Ma, Butyl ester of 2,4-D
in mortality as the season proAcid Equivalent Rates per Acre............2
gressed is especially interesting.
RI, 1 pound
Those dates of spraying were comR,, 2 pounds
pared to the growth development
Solvents ____________________________
__.______._
. . . .. .. .._.....3
of larkspur to serve as a guide to
S1, Water
time of spraying in other years.
S2, Diesel Oil
On April 20 the larkspur was comSa, Emulsion with diesel oil: wapletely emerged, on May 4 basal
ter ratio at 1: 2
leaves were nearly full grown with
Volume Rates per Acre.........._.................2
an average height of about four
VI, 3 gallons
V,, 6 gallons
inches, on May 18 a few flower
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sures ; however, a seedbed free of
broad-leaved herbs and planted to
rhizomatous
wheatgrasses would
probably need only moderate eontrol for the first three growing seasons and none after the fifth growing season. Moore and Reid (1951)
estimated the average cost of gopher control at 40 cents per acre.
This moderate expense per year,

A. GARRISON

AND A. W. MOORE

even for 5 years, is a justifiable
protection cost for investment in
range reseeding usually costing
from seven to ten dollars per acre.
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Sagebrush larkspur (Delphinium
megacarpum Nels. & Macbr.) is a
poisonous low larkspur common to
the sagebrush range in southeastern
Oregon. Its habit of early spring
growth and great abundance on
some deteriorated ranges makes it
dangerous
plant
an extremely
which is responsible for many cattle
losses in the spring.
Attention has been directed to
the possibility of obtaining chemical control of larkspur with emphasis upon simultaneous control
of big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata Nutt.). This paper records the
larkspur mortality results obtained
in spraying trials designed to study
the susceptibility of big sagebrush,
and suggests a procedure for obtaining simultaneous control of the
two plants.
Procedure
Larkspur and sagebrush densities
were taken by area list-count prior
to spraying in 1953 and again in
1954 in an experiment designed to
study the susceptibility of big sageV3quaw Butte-Harney
Esperiment
Station {s jointly operated and jim3dsa by
the Department
of the Inderior, Bureau
of Land Management,
and Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station, Corvallis,
Oregon.
This report
is pdilished
as
Technical Paper No. 945, Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station.

brush to various spray solutions.
Larkspur density was taken . on
permanent sub-samples of 5 square
feet. The mean initial larkspur
density was 3.9 plants per subsample.
The treatments included in the
experiment were as follows :

Experiment Station, who helped
plan the study and make first observations.
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Further details of the experiment have been reported by Hyder
and Sneva (1955).
Since larkspur was found on only
259 of the 432 plots, with a variable
number of samples per treatment,
the analysis of mortality required
a more complex form of least
squares analysis.
By the method of least squares,
the constants and the regression
coefficient were estimated from the
data. This method involves solving
a set of simultaneous equations and
is presented by Anderson and Bancroft (1952).
Results

Dates of Spraying..........._.............. __._______
6
Dates of spraying, materials and
D1, April 2O.._......_._...._..___~___~.__________acid rates caused significant varialarkspur completely emerged
tions in larkspur mortality, but all
Dz, May 4..........._._.__......................_
solvents and volume rates were
larkspur full basal leaf and
equally effective.
Sandberg bluegrass heading
Among materials there was but
Da, Ma,y 18................. _._______.__.__
______..
little difference between the two
flower stems showing
forms of 2,4-D ; therefore, the reD,, June 1........_................ ____
___
.____
___
early flower
sults are summarized to compare
D5, June 17....... ____
____
____
___._._____
________ 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T each at acid rates
full flower
of one and two pounds per acre
De, July 8................._....................._._
by dates of spraying (Fig. 1). In
early seed
all dates of spraying, 2,4-D at one
Materials
. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ..._____~~._____~_.__._._________~3
pound per acre killed more larkMI, Propylene glycol butyl ether
spur
than 2,4,5-T at two pounds
ester of 2,4-D
per acre.
Ma, Propylene glycol butyl ether
The large and consistent decrease
ester of 2,4,5-T
Ma, Butyl ester of 2,4-D
in mortality as the season proAcid Equivalent Rates per Acre............2
gressed is especially interesting.
RI, 1 pound
Those dates of spraying were comR,, 2 pounds
pared to the growth development
Solvents ____________________________
__.______._
. . . .. .. .._.....3
of larkspur to serve as a guide to
S1, Water
time of spraying in other years.
S2, Diesel Oil
On April 20 the larkspur was comSa, Emulsion with diesel oil: wapletely emerged, on May 4 basal
ter ratio at 1: 2
leaves were nearly full grown with
Volume Rates per Acre.........._.................2
an average height of about four
VI, 3 gallons
V,, 6 gallons
inches, on May 18 a few flower
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sonal decline in mortality was primarily due to p hysi o 1 o gi ca 1
changes.

4

LARKSPUR

MORTALITY
COMPUTED

(PERCENTAGES
ADJUSTED
.___-_
__

DENSITIES)

,4-D

AT

0 AT
AT
2,4,5-T
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I7

I
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FROM

2

LBS.1 ACRE

I LB./ACRE
2 LBSJACRE

I LB./ACRE

8
JULY

SPRdiYING

FIGURE 1. Percentages of larkspur killed with 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T,
two pounds per acre, when applied on six dates in 1953.

stems were showing, on June 1
many plants were in early flower,
on June 17 mature plants were in
full flower, and on July 8 were in
early seed development. Along with
the growth development of larkspur it is important to note that
Sandberg bluegrass (Pea secunda) ,
which is used as an indicator of the
season when big sagebrush is most
susceptible to growth regulators,
was heading on the first of May.
The average mortality rates of
big sagebrush resulting from applications of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T on the
various dates are shown in Figure
2. These average results are presented to permit a comparison of
larkspur and sagebrush susceptibility on the various dates of spraying. Further details of sagebrush
mortality have been presented by
the authors (1955) elsewhere.

Discussion

each at one and

and Conclusions

Effective control of sagebrush
larkspur may be obtained with an
ester formulation of 2,4-D at one
to two pounds of acid per acre, if
the material is applied shortly after
the larkspur has emerged. It was
observed that plants in flower at
the time of spraying were not
killed. Since there was a fairly
high percentage of plants which
did not produce flower stems, some
mortality with 2,4-D was obtained
throughout the season of spraying
in 1953. It is not known whether
leaf growth on big sagebrush contributed to the seasonal decline in
larkspur mortality due to increasing interception of spray droplets
in the overstory vegetation. However, the lack of difference between
volumes of three and six gallons
supports a conclusion that the sea-

It has been reported (Bohmont,
1952 and Mueggler, 1952) that
other Delphinium species were resistant to 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T when
spray materials were applied at
the bud to early flower stage of
development. The present experiment supports their results in that
sagebrush larkspur was also tolerant at that stage of development,
and in that 2,4-D was more effective
than 2,4,5-T.
When considering a program of
larkspur control on this range, it
is well to remember that its abundance is indicative of too-little competition from understory grasses,
and possibly to protection and
shading by the sagebrush. The
most effective program of larkspur
control will require (a) sagebrush
control and (b) good grazing management. Nevertheless, it is desirable to reduce the stand of larkspur when spraying for the control
of big sagebrush. When the major
objective is that of sagebrush reduction, spraying should be delayed until Sandberg bluegrass is
heading and the larkspur has obtained full basal-leaf growth. At
that time 2 pounds of an ester form
of 2,4-D applied in water at a total
solution volume of 5 gallons per
acre will provide good control of

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

DATES OF SPRAYING

FIGURE 2. Big sagebrush mortality (per
resulting
from
applications
of
cent)
2,4-D (solid bZac7~) and 2,4,5-T (hatch)
on six dates in 1953.
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N. HYDER,

both plants. Since 2,4,5-T is more
effective than 2,4-D on big sagebrush at that stage of growth, a
1:l mixture of the two materials
at a total acid equivalent rate of
2 pounds per acre might be used
with better success. However, herbicide-cost considerations at present
seem to favor the straight 2,4-D
material.
Summary
Larkspur mortality data were
taken on plots used in an experiment to determine the susceptibility of big sagebrush to ester
formulations of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T
at acid rates of one and two pounds
per acre. The materials were applied at biweekly intervals from
late April to early June in solvents
of water, diesel, and diesel emulsion at three and six gallons per
acre.

FORREST

A. SNEVA

AND LYLE

Solvents and volume rates gave
essentially the same mortality rates
on larkspur. Materials, acid rates
and dates of spraying were significant sources of variation in mortality. At an acid rate of one pound
per acre, 2,4-D was consistently
more effective than 2,4,5-T at two
pounds per acre.
Best control results were obtained on April 20, when larkspur
was completely emerged. Percentage kills of 87 and 93 per cent were
obtained at that time with one and
two pound rates of 2,4-D. Two different ester forms used gave similar results. Larkspur mortality
dropped
with each consecutive
date of spraying, and it was observed that plants sprayed when in
flower were not killed.
Simultaneous control of big sagebrush and sagebrush larkspur may
be obtained with an application of
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A Word

from

Your President

Meetings,
field
trips and tours are
now underway
in
most, of the Sections.
These gettogether-s are the
real pay-off of the
American
Society
of Range Management. These! ga,therings s’ervel as a
meeting
ground
for all interested
in good range management.
No one comes, with a chip
on his shoulder
nor with an axe to
grind.
Everyone
comes with but one
purpose in mind and tha,t is to learn
more *about range1 management.
Here
the techniciana, raneheq
educators and
researchers
visit and come to know one
a,nother better.
It is, always easier to
understand
a person’s viewpoint
and
actions if you know him personally.
I am a strong believelr in the Sections wherein lie our futnre strength
and leader&p.
For those Sections
tha,t do not have1 field trips and tours,
I urge you to try them.
They have
nroven worthwhile
whenever tried.

D. CALVIN

2 pounds of an ester form of 2,4-D
at the time of heading on Sandberg
bluegrass. This stage of vegetative
development will generally occur
prior to larkspur flower-stem elongation.
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Range Forage Production Changes
on a Water Spreader in
Southeastern Montana’
F. A. BRANSON
Assista,nt Professor
of Range
College, Bozema*r, Molztana

Range water spreaders are a
well known means of improving
forage production
but quantitative
studies of changes that occur due
to the practice are rare. None of
the studies reviewed contain information on changes one might, expect in nutritive content of forage.
The following is a report on chemof
ical analyses, measurements
kinds of plants, yield determinations, and some costs and benefits
on a water spreader near Alzada,
Montana.
The most extensive study of the
effects of diverting flood waters is
that by Hubbell
and Gardner
(1944, 1950) at the Navajo Experiment Station in New Mexico.
These authors conclude that water
spreading is economically practicable. Forage yields were increased
four times in a year of light flooding and nine times during a year
The authors
of heavy flooding.
state that livestock preferred to
graze the flooded areas and t,he
forage species appeared to be more
resistant to grazing pressure when
they received the additional water.
The report by Hubbard
and
S m o 1 i a k (1953) is somewhat
unique in that cost of construction
is presented. The cost of construction of dikes 1.5 to 2 feet high was
$0.36 per acre. Production on the
flooded area was 3,770 pounds per
IThis has been a cooperative
study hy
the Bureau
of Land Managment,
U. S.
Geological Survey, and the Montana Agricultural
Experiment
Station.
The assistance of personnel
of the first two
listed agencies
is gratefully
acknowledged.
Contribution
from Mwntana State College, Agridtural
Experiment
Station.
Paper No. 383 Journal Series.
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acre, on the adjacent area the production was 110 pounds per acre
or production was increased over
34 times.
Valentine
(1947) reports that
none of the five types of mechanical structures were effective in
bringing
about improvement
of
vegetation cover. Soil factors (apparently sandy soil) were thought
responsible for the failure of these
structures to bring about improvement.
Several authors (Semple and
Allred, 1937 ; Monson, et al., 1940;
Miles, 1944, and Hubbard, 1949)
have given estimates of forage increases varying from 100 to 400
per cent due to water spreading
structures. Two Montana bulletins
(Bingham and Monson, 1937; and
Monson and Quesenberry, 1940)
contain information on kinds of
mechanical structures usable in
flood irrigation.
Description

of Area

The water spreader of the present study is located about 5 miles
Table

1.

west of Alzada, Montana. The basin has low to moderate relief with
maximum slopes of 2 to 3 per cent.
It is underlain
by the Belle
Fourche shale member of the Ganerous formation of upper Cretaceous age, a dense thin-bodied marine
shale. The flatter areas, particularly the area of spreading operations, are covered by an alluvial
fill ranging up to 20 feet in thickness. Both the soil mantle and the
alluvial fill are very fine textured
and made up of weathered shale
which breaks down to form a
heavy clay and silt soil. Infiltration is slow and runoff is immediate and direct. Portions of the alluvial valley floor are devoid of
vegetation. These spots are termed
locally
“clay
slicks” (Rennick,
1!%3 ) .
Formerly the valley floors were
undissected, but during the past
few decades a major gulley has
developed that extends through
almost the full length of the drainage basin. This gulley is 8 to 12
feet deep and 20 to 50 feet wide.
A dam was built above the gulley
and a long training dike extended
to the head of the spreading system. The total acreage draining to
the spreading system is about 1,060
acres. The spreading area studied
covers about 275 acres giving a ratio of drainage area to spreading
area of about 4 to 1.
The spreading dikes were designed to slow down the flow by
forcing water to move back and
forth through them (Fig. 1). The

Average yields, in pounds per acre (oven-dry
weights),
on the water
spreader and control areas. Data based on ten 9.6 sq. ft. samples.
Plant

Location Groups

1952

1954

1955

Shrubs

513
4
112

724
132
68

1,133
10
16

1,102
69
68

3,472
215
264

868
54
66

Total

629

924

1,159

1,239

3,951

988

Grasses
Forbs
Shrubs

224
28
48

148
118”
91

271
16
33

401
64
53

1,044
226
225

261
56
56

300

347

320

518

1,495

374

Grasses
Spreader Forbs

Control

Total
Annual precipitation
(ins.) at Albion””

7.8

1953

15.7

11.8

*Annual sunflowers were abundant this year on the control.
**Approximately 15 miles from the study area.
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Methods

ANGE WATER SPREADINGSYSTEM

/

FIGURE 1.

Diagram

of a water spreader

dikes were placed on contour so
flow occurred only when there was
sufficient head built up behind the
dike to cause flow toward the open
end. Alternate opposite ends of
dikes were tied to higher ground
on each side of the spreading area,
the opposite end being left open
to permit flow.
The dikes at the upper end of
th‘e spreader were about 3 feet
high with side slopes of about 2
to 1. The remaining dikes were 2
feet in height. The original construction costs for several similar
structures in the area (1948-1950)

similar

to that studied.

was $5 to $6.55 per acre. Construction costs for the water spreader
studied were $9.96 per acre (19491950) which includes the cost of
seeding dikes with crested wheatgrass and sweet clover. Pierson
(1955) has indicated that costs for
similar systems have varied from
$1 to as high as $20 per acre, depending on the complexity of the
system and the amount of construction involved. Cost of maintenance has varied from almost
nothing on some spreaders to $6.55
(1950 through 1955) per acre on
the water spreader of this study.

Permanent 50-foot transects were
established at random on the con
trols and spreader. A modification
of the Canfield (1950) line inter
ception method was used. Basa
intercept measurements were ii
millimeters. Crown intercepts 0
shrubs and forbs were measuret
separately and were tabulated sep
arately. Only basal intercept meas
urements of grasses, forbs, am
shrubs were used in computing
botanical composition.
Twenty-five transects were usec
to sample the control areas estab
lished above and below the wate
spreader so as to provide for th
obvious transition in soil condi
tions in the upper and lower por
tions of the spreader. Samplini
units were stratified within th
spreader system : 23 transects wer
placed between dikes, 9 acros
dikes and 9 across borrow pits.
Forage yields were obtained fror
20 portable exclosures in 195
when cattle and sheep grazed dur
ing the growing season. Durini
the following four years no ex
closures were used since sheep die
not graze the area until Septem
ber 1.
Forbs, shrubs and grasses wer
clipped separately from twent;
9.6-sq. ft. plots, ten from the con
trols and ten from the spreader
Yield determinations were mad
yearly on the basis of oven dr;
weight.
Composite forage samples wer
collected
during the summe
months. Six samples were’obtainec
from the controls and six from th
spreader at intervals of three week
during 1955. Fewer samples wer
collected in earlier years. Sample
were analyzed for protein, phos
phorus, calcium, and moisture.
Results and Discussion
In measuring differences tha
might be present on the wate
spreader and controls, it was as
sumed that the total area betweel
dikes would be benefited. This as
sumption was incorrect in tha
flood waters did not reach th
lower dikes during any of th
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area, shrub and forb aerial cover on the water spreader, control,
dikes and borrow pits in 1951 and 1955. Percent composition was computed from
basal area measurements made by the line interception method.
Table

Basal

2.

Spreader
1951 1955

Species

Dikes
1955
1951

Control
1951 1955

y. cover
1.1

Basal area
Shrub aerial cover
Forb aerial cover

9.4

2.0
5.9

wheatgrass

(Agropyron
(A.

wheatgrass

Sandberg
(Poa

bluegrass

secunda)

Foxtail
(Hordeum

crtitatum)

1.3

(Schedonnnrdus

Prairie
Dooryard

ctviczclnre)

10.1

cactus

(Opuntia

pol~acantha)

Nuttall

monolepis

(Monolepis

nuttlnllinnus)

bahia

1.1

oppos-itifolia)

Yellowblossom

33.3

46.9

40.0

-

47.7

1.8

-

3.5

-

-

33.3

-

33.3

13.5

-

8.1

2.4

sweetclover

3.4

-

-

1.1

-

1.2

2.3

-

0.2

-

14.6

-

0.3

-

0.2

-

-

38.7

1.8

-

2.0

2.2

-

5.5

3.4

-

20.9

0.4

-

0.2

0.2

Stonecrop
(Sedzvmsp.)
Hymenoxys
(Hymenoxys

Hood’s

sp.)

phlox
hoodii)

sagebrush

( Aremisk

tridentata)

species

2.6

0.6

2.8

9.2

20.0

1.4

1.2

2.5

2.0

1.4

years of study. However, observations indicated that the lower portion wa,s benefited to some extent
by holding snow and rain and
in holding runoff from adjacent
slopes. Production was much greater on flooded areas than on nonflooded portions
of the water
spreader.

Table

3.

Chemical

Soil

per acre while that of the controls

Spreader

Depth

on

samples from water spreader and control.

tration

( K,109) *

pH*”

*Determined
**Determined

Total
Organic Extractable
Matter
Calcium

PhosPhorus
(002 soluble)

O-6

5.0

%

mg./gm.

7.3

1.73

9.10

2.0

6-12

5.8
5.8

7.4
7.4

1.38
1.34

7.36
11.16

2.0
2.0

i2-24

a smaller

proportion
of the yield on the
spreader than on the controls. Al-

soil

than

Vegetational
measurements in
1951 show some interesting contrasts when compared to 1955
measurements (Table 2). The basal area increased on the controls
and on the water spreader. Basal
area a 1 m o s t doubled on the
spreader and increased slightly on
the controls. On the dikes basal
area increased about nine times
and on borrow pits was about 23
times greater in 1955 than in
1951. Aerial cover of shrubs, primarily big sagebrush, decreased on
the spreader but increased slightly
on the controls. The most abundant grasses on the spreader and
controls were streambank wheatg r a s s and western wheatgrass.
These species are difficult to differentiate in the field, but it is believed that the proportions listed
are nearly correct. Sandberg bluegrass increased in basal area on
the controls and on the spreader.
Foxtail barley increased on the
spreader and on dikes and borrow
pits. This increase was especially

ins.
Control

In general, forbs

contributed

1.7

of

the spreader

Salt

Locatioll

shrubs

analyses

on

Yields on the controls followed
the trends in annual precipitation
quite closely except in 1955. Although yields on the spreader were
somewhat related to annual precipitation, there was a consistent
increase in production
not accounted for by variation in precipitation. It is possible that improved
infiltration rate due to increased
vegetation accounted for this continued rise in forage production.

Concen-

Yields on the spreader were about
2.6 times greater on the water
spreader than on the controls
(Table 1). The average tot,al yield
on the spreader
was 988 pounds
was 374 pounds.

-

greater

the controls.

Vegetational Changes

though flooding killed much of the
big sagebrush on the spreader,
light flooding apparently stimulated its production.
The average
yield of this shrub was slightly

Forage Yields

and

36.5

0.8

ofwinale)

(Melilotus

Other

3.7

21.7

knotweed

Pricklypear

Big

-

39.9

paniculatus)

(Polygonum

(Phlox

18.2

2.6

cristata)

(Bahia

-

9.0

junegrass

(Koeletin

Plains

5.2

wheatgrass

Tumblegrass

_-

25.2

2.3
0.2
4.7

jubatum)

Crested
(A.

0.3

barley

0.1

12.1

31.6

smithii)

1.8

46.6

49.9

Borrow pits
1951 1955

0.2
7.8

55.1

46.3

ripariwrn)

Western

1.5
9.6

70 composition

Streambank

1.2
8.2
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O-6

1.4

6-12

1.4

12-24

5.4

on saturated soil extract.
on saturated soil paste.

ppm.

7.7

1.97

6.92

4.5

7.8
7.7

1.91
1.73

5.96
6.60

3.4
2.0

*
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of phosphorus by animals would
lengthen this period of adequate
phosphorus.

16
- IS

w

Soil Analyses

14

Soil samples from the water
spreader and controls were obtained in 1951 during the second
year of operation of the spreader
(Table 3). Soils from the controls
contained a higher concentration
of salts but were less basic than
soils from the spreader. Apparently some of the salts from the controls contained anions of strong
acids such as chlorides or sulfates.
The salt content is slightly below
the limit that would favor salt tolerant plants (halophytes)
over
other plants common in the region.
The pH of the soils so nearly approached the neutral point that
neither the acid range nor basic
range would materially affect kinds
of plants found on the area. Organic matter content was slightly
greater in water spreader soils
than in soils from the controls. On
both areas the amount of organic
matter was slightly less than would
be optimum for plant growth under the climatic conditions present. Calcium was present in larger
amounts in soils of the controls
than on the spreader.
In both
areas the calcium content of the
soils probably exceeded the minimum requirements for optimum
plant growth. Available phosphorus was slightly more abundant in
soils from the water spreader.
From these analyses it may be
concluded that soils on the water
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FIGURE 2. Protein content of forage samples from the water spreader
based on samples ta.ken from 1952-1955.

noticeable on areas flooded for
long periods of time. Pricklypear
cactus decreased on both spreader
and controls with the greatest decrease being on the spreader. Big
sagebrush showed a marked decrease in aerial cover on the water
spreader but increased on the controls.
Chemical

Analyses

of Forage

Plants

Chemical analyses of forage samples show that generally the nutrient content of plants on the water spreader was higher than that
of plants on the controls (Figures
2 and 3). The protein content of
samples from the water spreader
was almost three per cent lower
than that found in control plants
in early spring. However, throughout most of the summer, plants on
the spreader contained more protein than plants on the controls
(Fig. 2). The low protein content
in early April on the spreader may
have been due to greater quantity
of previous year’s growth included
in the samples. No attempt was
made to separate old from new
growth since the major objective
was to determine the nutrient content of forage that would be con-

and control,

sumed by grazing animals.
Both phosphorus and calcium
were generally higher in samples
from the water spreader than in
samples from the controls (Fig.
3). The calcium content of all
samples was in excess of the minimum requirement of 0.20 proposed
by the National Research Council
(1945, 1949). Phosphorus content
was above the National Research
C 0 u n c i 1 minimum requirement
(0.18 for cattle) during late April,
May, June, part of July, and
again in August. Selective grazing by livestock and some storage
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FIGURE 3. Calcium and phosphorus contents of forage
control, based on samples taken from 1952-1955.
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from the water spreader and

_

FORAGE
spreader provided a slightly more
favorable site for plant growth
than soils of the controls.
*

Summary

Yields, vegetational changes, and
chemical composition of plants and
soils were studied on a water
spreader in southeastern Montana.
Yields were 2.6 times greater on
the water spreader than on the
controls. Basal area increased considerably on the water spreader,
on dikes, and in borrow pits. The
most striking vegetational changes
on the spreader were a decrease
in aerial and basal cover of big
sagebrush and pricklypear cactus
and an increase in foxtail barley.
In general, the protein, phosphorus and calcium contents of
plants from the water spreader

WATER

INFILTRATION

PRODUCTION

ON A WATER

were higher than in plants from
the controls.
Soil analyses indicated
that the
water spreader was a slightly more
favorable
site for plant
growth
than were the controls.
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STUDIES

FOREST,

ON THE BIGHORN

Abstract of thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Master of Science, in
the Sub-department
of Range Management,
University
of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming, May, 1956.

Some1 of the more important factors affecting t,he
intake of water are present and past vegetational
cover, characteristics of the soil, and present management. The vegetation on rangela.nds and to some degree the characteristics of a soil are determined primarily by climate, but may be altered by livestock
management.
Infiltration
studies were conducted
using a mobile
raindrop a,pplica.tor, designed by the former Soil Conservation
Service Research
Division
at Fort Worth,
Th ese tests were conducted
Texas, in 1949.
over a
three year period
on four
experimental
pastures
(two pastures heavily utilized and two pastures lightly
utilized)
located in the Bighorn
National
Forest, in
North Central Wyoming.
The objective of the! study
was to determine the infiltration
rate on major grazing sites within the elxperimental
pastures’ as influenced by the degree of utilization
and different types
and quantities
of vegeta.tion present.
During the summer of 1954, water-intake
studies
were conducted
on two soil types, namely:
Owen
Creek silt loam (sedimentary)
and Burgess fine gravelly loa,m (granitic ) . Tinder light use the amount of
vegetation
present on both the granitic and sedimentary soil was almost identical,
although vegetational

composition differed.
At the time of the test, the amount of standing

NATIONAL

WYOMING

vegetation
present on the granitic soil under heavy
utilization
was 787 pounds or 36 percent less than
on the heavily used pastures on t.he sedimentary soil.
This difference
is sta,tistically significant at, the .05

percent level.

Within
a soil type during the second 30-minute
period of the one-hour test, the lightly used pasture
had a statistically significant higher water-intake rate
than did the heavily
significant
differences
soil types.

used pasture.
in water-intake

There
rates

were no
between

During the summers of 1953 and 1955 water intake studies were1 conducted
on the Owen Creek silt
loam soil on the hea,vily and light,ly used pastures.
When the amount of standing vegetation
present at
the time of testing was averaged for the t,wo years
(1953 and 1955) on the lightly and heavily used pastures, a difference of 1,106 pounds per acre was found
in favor of the lightly used pastures. This was a difference of 34 percent and is statistically
significant
at the .05 percent level.
An average of water-intake
rate for the two years
(1953 and 1955)
on the heavily used pastures
on
the sedimentary
soils was 1.04 inches per hour, whereas that for the lightly used pastures was 1.41 inches
per hour.
A dif!ference of 0.36 inches per hour more
water-intake
was noted for the lightly used pasture
over the two year period.
This difference was statistically
significant.Franlc Rauxi,
Agricultural Re-

search Service,
Wyoming.

University

of

Wyoming,

Laramie,

TECHNICAL
VALUE OF VEGETATIVE
CHARACTERS
IN THE
IDENTIFICATION
OF GRASSES
H. D. HARRINGTON
Department of Botany, Colorado
A. $ M. College, Fort Collins,
Colorado
Grasses are considered by many
botanists to be relatively difficult
to identify.
This may be due in
part to the fact that it is not uncommon to find intermediate genera between certain tribes, and
intergrading species between closely related genera. In addition,
some of the characters used to differentiate between these related
groups are of such a nature that
either they may not be indicated
clearly on the specimen at hand, or
else they happen to be difficult for
the average student to visualize
from a printed statement.
Vegetative
characters such as
the presence or absence of auricles,
whether the sheath is split ‘or
united, how the leaves are rolled
or folded on the young shoots, and
the general type of ligule-such
characters have been used for a
long time in keys for the identification of grasses in juvenile condition. However, these same characters are almost always present
on the mature grass plant and the
majority of them are of such a
nature that they are very definite
and easy to describe to someone
else. From the many examples
possible a few have been selected
here to show how these vegetative
differences can be used to differentiate between related genera or
species of grasses. The list is limited to those species growing in the
state of Colorado.
1. Auricles
These characteristic
structures
are fairly uniformly present in the
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tribe Hordeae. They also occur on
most of the leaves of Festuca elatier and F. arundinacea, providing
a very practical way of distinguishing these two species from related
flat-leaved types like Festuca sororia and Hesperochloa kingii, even
in mature condition.
2. Sheaths
The sheaths may be split completely or nearly so, or be united
for one-half or more of their
length. Sometimes closed sheaths
will tear open longitudinally but
the margins in such cases will not
be smooth and even as in naturally
split ones.
Sheaths United

Sheaths

Bromus
Bromus
Me&a
Glyceria
Dactylis
Poa nercosa

Festuca
Distichlis
Festuca
Puccinellia
Festuca
Related species of
Poa

Split

3. Vernation
Vernation refers to the particular manner in which the young
leaf blades are rolled or folded
before
they emerge completely
from the sheaths. In clasping vernation the leaf edges (in crosssection) do not overlap, in rolled
vernation they do. Vernation can
be checked most readily on juvenile
plants, but can often be ascertained
by examining the innovations of
mature plans. The following table
is tentative but holds true for all
the species examined to date.
VernationClasping Vernation Rolled
Eragrostis
Redfieldia
Distichlis
Danthonia,
Helictotrichon
Catabrosa
Boutelo?la grads

Bromws
Aver
Avena
Tridens
B. curtipelldula

4. Ligule
The ligule may be membranous
192

with ciliate or glabrous margins,
or be made up completely or mostly of hairs. The upper leaf surface may bear hairs that may be
crowded down toward the ligule
proper, these must be disregarded.
Even on dry mature leaves the
difference between a hairy and a
membranous ligule can readily
be noted.
Ligules

Hairy

Ligules
Membranous

Distiohlis
Tridens
Danthonk
Calamovilfa
Aristida
Sporobolus
Spartina

cyn0a09t
Pan&m
(all but one species)
Erichloa
Other species
Bouteloua

of

Bromus
Catabrosa
Helictotricho,~
Calamagrostis
Stipa
Muhle~ebe~gia
(awnless species)
Bechnannia
Chltis
Paspalum
Digitaria
Bouteloua
curtiper~dula

In summary, these vegetative
characters of grasses, although
very seldom used in ordinary identification keys, are reasonably definite, are usually easy to make out
and can be readily described to
some one else. For example, in
many keys the genus Distichlis is
differentiated from the rather similar appearing awnless species of
Bromus by stating that the former
is “dioecious” while the latter is
“not dioecious.” When a specimen
is collected in fruit it may be difficult indeed to determine whether
stamens were once present making
the flower perfect, or were on a
separate plant as in a dioecious
species. It seems to the writer that
it would be better to state “sheaths
open; ligule of hairs” for DistichZis as opposed to “sheaths closed;
ligule membranous” for Bromus.
These vegetative characters appear to be reasonably uniform
throughout the species of a genus.
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When
exceptions
occur, as in
Panicma obtusum and Bouteloua
curtl:(pendula - both with membranous ligules in genera with
predominately
hairy ones-other
morphological
differences are so
conspicuous that these species have
actually been placed in separate
genera by some students of grasses.
It is concluded that the characters
associated with the auricles, the
sheaths, the rolled or folded condition of the young leaves, and the
type of ligule have a definite value
in the identification of grasses in
mature condition,
probably
but
not necessarily as supplemental
characters in the keys and descriptions.
QUICK TESTING
BITTERBRUSH
SEED
VIABILITY1
EAMOR C. NORD
Range Conservationist,
California Forest and Range Experiment
Station, Berkeley, California
Observing the growth of excised
embryos is an effective way to determine the viability of seed of
bitterbrush (Purshia
tridentata) .
Direct germination tests are unsatisfactory because some kind of
pretreatment is required to break
seed dormancy.
Either stratification or soaking in thiourea will
break the dormancy, but both procedures require considerable time
and facilities. Hormay (1943) has
reported that viability of bitterbrush seed can be determined in a
few days by removing the seed
coats and sprouting the embryos
on moist blotters or sand at temperatures above 55” F. Recent
work has defined the necessary

r

Ukntribution
from cooperative
&vest&
gation between the Galifornia Forest and
Range Experiment
Station and the California Department
of Fish und Game.
Work was done under Federal
Aid in
Wildlife
Restoration
Act, Pittman-Robertson Research Project
W-46& entitled
“Game Range Restoration.”
The Experiment Station is maintained
at Berkeley
by the Forest Service, U. S. Department
of Agriculture,
in cooperation
with the
University

of

Californicc.
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conditions more precisely and developed a quick, accurate procedure.
The procedure consists of four
principal steps : (1) Preparing the
seed, (2) determining seed quality,
(3) preparing the embryos, and
(4) checking germination. At least
400 excised embryos are needed.
They should be replicated in lots
of 100 and the test continued for
at least 8 days.
Preparing

the Seeds

Cleaning and grading should be
carefully done to prevent damage
to the seeds, especially at the small
end where the radicle is located.
Generally two processes are required : Removing the husks and
separating the seed from the impurities.
Husks can be removed by passing the fruit through a pineseed
dewinging machine or by hammermilling at a low speed. Small lots
can be more efficiently processed
by rubbing the seeds between the
hands or between two layers of
corrugated rubber until the husks
are loosened. Final cleaning and
grading can be done in a fanning
mill. Good quality seed testing
98.6 per cent purity has been obtained by making the final separation over a 6/s4-x 3/4-inch screen.
Determining

Seed Quality

Representative
samples should
be selected for determination of
genuineness, purity, moisture content and number of seeds per
pound. *Genuineness can be easily
determined by examination with a
hand lens. Purity, which is the
per cent by weight of clean whole
seed true to species in a sample,

maJ- be calculated by the formula :
Purity =

Weight of clean seeds
Weight of seeds plus
impurities

Moisture content is usually expressed as a percentage of the
oven-dry weight of commercially
cleaned seed. Number of seed per
pound may be expressed in relation to uncleaned seed or as number of clean seeds per pound of
pure seeds. Detailed standards for
making these analyses have been
described in U. S. Department of
Handbook
No. 30
Agriculture
(1952) and U. S. Forest Service
654
(1948).
Misc. Publication
Close adherence to recommended
practices will give best results.
Preparing

the Embryos

The seeds should be soaked in
water from 1 to 4 hours to soften
the seed coat. After softening, the
seed coat can be removed from the
embryo by cutting across the large
end of the moistened seed with a
sharp razor blade or scalpel and
gently squeezing the tip of the
Seeds
seed between the fing:rs.
without embryos and those with
embryos
appearing
abnormal
should be recorded, then discarded.
A well developed white embryo
usually characterizes a viable seed.
The successive stages in preparing
and germinating the seed by excising the embryos are illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2.
Excised embryos should be placed
on moist filter paper (5 layers of
Waterman’s No. 2 or better) in
covered petri dishes. To safeguard
against contamination and allow
for swelling and root development

5mm

’

I

0
I

FIGURE 1. Seed views of bitterbrush.
Left
husk removed and seed ready for excising.

to right:
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conditions more precisely and developed a quick, accurate procedure.
The procedure consists of four
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(3) preparing the embryos, and
(4) checking germination. At least
400 excised embryos are needed.
They should be replicated in lots
of 100 and the test continued for
at least 8 days.
Preparing
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Cleaning and grading should be
carefully done to prevent damage
to the seeds, especially at the small
end where the radicle is located.
Generally two processes are required : Removing the husks and
separating the seed from the impurities.
Husks can be removed by passing the fruit through a pineseed
dewinging machine or by hammermilling at a low speed. Small lots
can be more efficiently processed
by rubbing the seeds between the
hands or between two layers of
corrugated rubber until the husks
are loosened. Final cleaning and
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mill. Good quality seed testing
98.6 per cent purity has been obtained by making the final separation over a 6/s4-x 3/4-inch screen.
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hand lens. Purity, which is the
per cent by weight of clean whole
seed true to species in a sample,

maJ- be calculated by the formula :
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Weight of clean seeds
Weight of seeds plus
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Moisture content is usually expressed as a percentage of the
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cleaned seed. Number of seed per
pound may be expressed in relation to uncleaned seed or as number of clean seeds per pound of
pure seeds. Detailed standards for
making these analyses have been
described in U. S. Department of
Handbook
No. 30
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(1952) and U. S. Forest Service
654
(1948).
Misc. Publication
Close adherence to recommended
practices will give best results.
Preparing

the Embryos

The seeds should be soaked in
water from 1 to 4 hours to soften
the seed coat. After softening, the
seed coat can be removed from the
embryo by cutting across the large
end of the moistened seed with a
sharp razor blade or scalpel and
gently squeezing the tip of the
Seeds
seed between the fing:rs.
without embryos and those with
embryos
appearing
abnormal
should be recorded, then discarded.
A well developed white embryo
usually characterizes a viable seed.
The successive stages in preparing
and germinating the seed by excising the embryos are illustrated in
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Excised embryos should be placed
on moist filter paper (5 layers of
Waterman’s No. 2 or better) in
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FIGURE 2.
Seedling views of bitterbrush.
Left
nating embryo at 4 days and seedling at 8 days.

the spacing between the seeds
should be several times the width
or diameter of the seeds.

Checking

Germination

The germinating seeds should be
observed and recorded daily, and
those which have germinated or
are obviously dead, decayed, or
moldy should be removed. Questionable seeds should be removed
and coverefl with one-half inch of
moist vermiculite
or sand for
further observation. Germination
is considered complete when the
cotyledon emerges above the surface.
Seed viability is determined at
completion of the tests, by the
formula V=GxPxE,
where V=
viability, Gzgermination,
P=purity, and E=good embryos, all values expressed in per cent. Once
the viability and the number of
seeds per pound are known, the
amount of seed to be sown per
unit of area can be determined.
A seed sample collected in Lassen County and tested by the procedure outlined here had 84.1 per
cent viability, 98.3 per cent purity,
and 15,950 seeds per pound. Cutting tests revealed that 97.8 per
cent of the embryos were good.
Germination per cent was 80.9
after 4 days, 87.3 per cent after
8 days, and 87.5 per cent after 15
days.
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STUMP SPROUTING OF OAKS
IN RESPONSE
TO SEASONAL
CUTTING
WILLIAM

M.

LONGHURST

Specialist,
Hopland
Associate
Field Sta~tion, University of California, Hopland, California
On many of California’s foothill
ranges, particularly those of the
inner coastal area and the lower
slopes on the west side of the Sierras, there is a definite shortage of
available browse for both livestock
and deer. Browse is especially valuable on these ranges during the
summer months when grasses and
forbs are dry.
This study was designed to investigate the possibilities of producing stump sprouts from four
species of oaks by cutting trees at
various seasons. Records were kept
for three years on the survival of
the sprouting stumps under sheep
and deer use.

Investigations were carried out
at the Hopland Field Station of
the University of California’s College of Agriculture.
This station,
located in southeastern Mendoeino
County, lies in the inner coast
range some 70 miles north of San
Francisco Bay. Elevations on the
study area vary between 600 and
900 feet. Cover, primarily oakwoodland grass intermixed with
patches of chaparral, is typical of
the locality. Precipitation mostly
in the form of rain averages slightly over 35 inches per year, while
the mean temperature is about 58”
F.
A number of previous studies on
stump sprouting of oaks and other
browse species have been reported
from the midwest and eastern
states, but western studies especially in California have been largely lacking.
Forbs and Harney (1952) investigated the use of bulldozers in
Pennsylvania to push over mixed
growths of beech, birch, maple,
aspen and oak in order to open
solid stands of cover and induce sprouting. They found best
sprouting following spring bulldozing. Clearcutting in stands of
montanaI)
chestnut oak (Quercus
increased winter carrying capacity
from one deer up to 50 deer per
10 acres (Harney, 1951). Both
sprouts and seedlings accounted
for the increase. Krefting (1941)
working in Minnesota found mountain maple (Acer spicatum) to be
the best producer of stump sprouts
of the species studied. In New
York, Cook (1939) observed that
forage conditions for deer could
be greatly improved by thinning
hardwood stands to obtain stump
sprouts.
Morton and Sedam (1938) reported that oaks in Pennsylvania
sprouted best when stumps were
cut 6 to 12 inches high. No correlation between season of cutting
and proportion of stumps sprouting was found by Roth and Hepting (1943) for several species of
oaks in Virginia. Stumps over 16
inches in diameter did not sprout
as well as small ones and the

s p r o u t s on the larger stumps
tended to decay more rapidly. A
thorough study of the effects of
girdling on blackjack oak. (Q. marilandica)
in Missouri was conducted by C 1 ark
and Liming
(1953). Least sprouting and poorest survival of sprouts was found
on trees girdled in June. Sprouting likewise decreased as the diameter of the trees increased.
Methods and Results
In the present study four of the
do mi n ant
species of oaks in
the area were tested-blue
oak (Q.
douglasii) and black oak (Q. kellog&)
deciduous s p e c i e s, and
scrub oak (Q. dumosa) and interior live oak (Q. wislixenii) which
are evergreen species. A total of
253 trees of the various species was
cut with a chain saw in monthly
samples of at least five per species
between December, lY51, and November, 1952. The trunks of the
trees were cut up for wood and the
tops were later piled and burned.
Sprouting responses were found
to differ significantly between species, Table 1. The evergeen species, interior live oak and scrub
oak, g e n e r a 11 y produced more
sprouts
than did the deciduous
oaks. Scrub oak especially sprouted
almost completely even the first
year after cutting and showed no
Table 1.

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

May,
cut

Average
Correlation*”
Coefficient

Average
Size Class
4-10
11-15
16-20
21-25

inches
inches
inches
inches

Live

Scrub

5.6
7.8
4.3
-

4.7
4.7
11.7
3.0

11.4
5.7
10.8
-

23.6
29.9
-

When the stumps were checked
in 1953 the correlation between
stump diameter and sprouting was
noted. Table 2 summarizes this information. Size classes were arbi-

Oct., 1954

1953
Live

Scrub

55
71
50
33
83
40
29
22
17
0
14
0

100
67
100
83
100
100
50
25
60
60
50
25

63
86
100
100
100
80
75
20
29
20
50
25

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
80
100
100

68

62

98

1951
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952
T-

-0.844
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Black

significant seasonal differences. Interior live oak sprouts increased
the second year and did not show
seasonal response. Of the two deciduous species black oak was the
more vigorous sprouter both the
first and second years after cutting. Sprouting responses to seasonal cutting were analyzed by determining correlation
coefficients
(r) for the different species. For
purposes of this comparison monthly samples were numbered from 1
to 12 beginning with December,
1951. Thus high negative eorrelations obtained for blue, black and
interior live oak in 1953 indicated
more sprouting in the low-numbered samples cut during the winter months. This seasonal pattern
was obscured in 1954, however, by
increased sprouting of the summercut samples.

BlueBlack

No. of Sprouts,

Blue

Per Cent of Sample Sprouting”

TDec.,
Jan.,
Feb.,
Mar.,
Apr.,
May,
June,
July,
Aug.,
Sept.,
Oct.,
Nov.,

Number of sprouts in relation to size of stumps.

Amount of sprouting on samples of oaks cut seasonally.

Sample
NO.

Table 2.
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+0.139

I
__~*Stumps were consideied to have sprouted if they had five or more sprouts
**Correlation coefficient r = + 0.533 for 11 degrees of freedom at 5 per cent level.
r = 5 0.684 for 11 degrees of freedom at 1 per cent level.

0.000

trarily established and all sprouts
were counted. The deciduous species showed a tendency toward decline in sprouting in the larger
size classes, while the evergreen
oaks produced as many or more
sprouts on larger trees.
Resistance to browsing primarily by deer and to a lesser extent
by domestic sheep was roughly
measured in 1954 by the per cent
of dead s t u m p s with heavily
hedged sprouts (Table 3). The
evergreen oaks showed considerably more resistance to heavy use
than the deciduous species and
formed a cage of twigs that protected the foliage within.
A resident Columbian black-tail
deer population estimated at about
70 per section used this area. During the period of the study December, 1951, through October, 1954,
there was a total estimated use of
115 deer days per acre and 285
sheep days per acre. However,
since deer were resident on the
area yearlong they were considered to have taken most of the
available browse. Sheep were only
on the area during the winter and
spring months and at that time
took mostly green grass and forbs.
Additional evidence that deciduous oak stumps do not survive under this degree of use was found
when 28 stumps were examined in
1953 in a mixed stand of blue and
black oaks which had been cut for
wood in 1948. All of these stumps
were dead although most showed
indications of having sprouted.
Sprouts from scrub oak stumps
originated entirely from the base
of the stumps, while sprouts on
the other three species grew both
from the base and the sides of the
stumps, Table 3. Side sprouts
were most numerous on blue oaks.
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Table 3.

side

Black

Live

Scrub

dead

October, 1954
Percent with

33

sprouts

33

43

Management

of

Missouri Ozarks. Cent. States Forest
Expt. Sta. U. S. For. Serv., Tech. Paper 137. 22 pp.

of stumps and amount of side sprouting.

Blue
Percent
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Oak Stands

From a management standpoint,
it appears that it would be best to
cut interior live oaks and scrub
oaks for stump sprouts. They are
less sensitive to the season of cutting than the deciduous species
and are better able to withstand
heavy browsing. In addition more
benefit would be derived by releasing growth of grasses and forbs
under the evergreen oaks. Understory plants are virtually excluded
by these species while deciduous
oaks, especially blue oaks, have a
considerable density of grasses and
forbs growing beneath them.
This system of management of
oaks for browse is most suitable on
ranges where there is moderate to

9

22

0

heavy pressure from livestock and
deer since if the stump sprouts
are not kept hedged they will soon
grow out of reach and form a new
tree. Browsing
on the lower
branches of larger trees soon forms
a definite browse line and very little further growth is produced
w i t h i n reach of the animals.
Whether this type of management
is more economical than removing
oaks by chemical means (Leonard,
1956; Emrick and Leonard, 1%4)
or applying other treatments depends upon the local situation and
the need for browse as against open
grassland.
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SOME EFFECTS OF FERTILIZATION AND STAGE OF PLANT SUCCESSIOX ON FIVE NATIVE R~XGE
GRASSES PLANTED IN BRAZOS COUNTY, TEXAS
Abstract of thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Master of Science,
Department
of Range ad
Forestry,
l’exas A. and M.
College, 2955.
This

study

was designed

to supply

information

on

ways of getting abandoned farm lands revegetated
with grasses to prevent further losses of soil, conserve wa,ter and furnish forage for livestock. Five
native grasses (big bluestem, little bluestem, Indian
grass, silver bluestem and side-oats grama) were
plant,ed in March, 1954, by conventional farm methods on fertilized and unfertilized a.reas in two distinctly different, stages of plant succession. Systematic measurements and observations were made of
the seeded plots during the first yeas after planting.
The areas were examined in det’ail to determine initial
differences in botanical cotmposition and physical
propertJes of soils associated with stages in plant
succession.
Hot, dry vireather experienced from June to Ottober was the most important, fact’or affecting the establishment of seedlings. The weather modified the

effects

of

fertilizers

r

and

plant

succession

stage

to

such an extent, that little influence of these factors
could be est,ablished wihh accuracy.
By all standards,
a poor stand of grasses
this project.

resulted

from

all seedings

in

The greatest number of seedlings started growth on
the fertilized area in the more advanced stage of succession, but this series of plots ha,d the highest
drought loss. In contrast’, the fertilized area in the
lowest successional stage suffered the least death loss.
By October, 1954, the unfertilized area in the lowest
stage of succession had the most plants surviving.
More plants of side-oats grama. were established than
of any other species.
From this study it is recommended that plantings
be made early in the season to allow a longer growth
period before the onset of hot dry weather. Seed
beds should be conditioned the previous year by growing a crop such as Sudan grass to leave a mulch to
reduce soil dryin g, weed competition and damage from
heavy rains.-Y’homns K. Earnam, Box 876, Steamboat
Springs, Colorado.
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Soil Physics.

By L. D. Baver. John

Wiley

and

Sons,

Third

Ed&or,

Inc.,
489

New
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York.
1956.

$7.75.

This book represents a comprehensive oo’verage of that phase of soil science which deals with the physical
properties of the soil. This is the
third edition of a book which has been
extensively used as a text and reference for 16 years. Breadth of coverage, already great, has been further
increased in the third edition by inclusion of new chapters on irrigation
and on drainage. Significant improvement has resulted from reorganizatioa
of several chapters, inclusion of additional material, deletion of some nonessentials and particularly in the nearelimination of the term “pF”, and its
replacement b,y up-to-date s,oil moisture terminology. Added ma,terial includes a discussion of soil puddling,
recent, contributions rela.ting to the
diffusion process and soil aera,tion, the
effect of ehemieal soil conditioners on
soil structure, and a section on soil
moisture-plant relations. The content
of the third edition can best be indicated by a, listing of chapter headings:
I-Introduction,
II-The
Soil as a Disperse System, III-The
Meehanieal
Composition of Soils, IV-Physical
Behavior of Soil-Water Systems, VSoil Structure, VI-Soil
Air, VIISoil Waster, VIII-Principles
of Soil
Irrigation,
IX-Principles
of
Soil
Drainage, X-Soil
Temperature, XIPhysical Properties of Soils and Tillage, and XII-Physical
Properties of
Soils’in Relation to Erosion.
This reviewer considers the greatest
value of the book to lie in its usefulness as a reference. A wealth of literature cita$ons and careful presentation of more than one point of view
in areas of uncertainty enhance its
value as a reference. These characteristics at the same time reduce its utility
as a test for use in the classroom. Such
a criticism may be leveled at many
others in the field of applied science.

Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon

Despite this, either as a reference1 or
a text, it is likely to continue to be
indispensable in teaching soil physics.
Outside of the immediate field of soils
those persons who have a reasonable
knowledge of elementary soils, physics,
and physical chemistry will find the
book to be a, valuable reference. The
subject matter is indispensable to persons seriously concerned with research
rela,ting to growing plants in soil.
On the whole the book is well written and gives adequate coverage to the
field intended. In the t,wo new chapters on irrigation and on drainage the
author has a,ttempted to give funda,mental principles whmh are of concern in the field of soils and in irrigar
tion and drainage engineering.
The
reader is referred to irriga,tion and
drainage texts and literature for details pertaining more directly to engineering aspects.
Few books, particularly those dealing with relatively new fields of investigation, will completely satisfy all specialists in the subjects covered. While
rating this book very highly, this reviewer feels compelled to point out
several areas where, in his estimation,
the book fails to give appropriate emphasis. It is believed tha,t insufficient
stress is placed upon the importance of
the soil profile in determining the socalled “field capacity.” Under many
conditions the stratification of soil materials differing in texture or structure
will make a, greater difference in “field
capacity” than will intrinsic properties
of the soil in any of the strata. Hence,
“field capacity” determinations by laboratory methods, using disturbed soil
samples and ignoring the soil profile,
may often be misleading. A common
example of this is a shallow soil overlying co,arse s,ands and gravels where
the “field capacity” is much higher
than would be expected from measurements made on the overlying soil using
the usual laboratory methods.
A number of points of difference exist which are primarily technical and
197

of concern only to the specialist. For
example, t.he author points out the
similarity Ibetween the mechanics of
satura,ted and unsaturated flow of moisture in the soil but does not stress sufficiently the important
differences.
First, under saturated conditions the
flow channel is essentially the entire
pore space whereas under unsaturated
conditions the flow channel is variable,
depending upon the thickness of the
water films surrounding the particles.
As water moves fro,m a source or from
wet, soil into drier soil the size of this
channel, in general, changes both with
time and position in the wetting mass
of soil. Second, under saturated condit,ions the moving force is derived
from hydrostatic pressures whereas
under unsaturated conditions the moving force has its seat in the adhesive
and cohesive forces which exist in the
soil-wa,ter system and is actually a
“pulling” force rather than a “pushing” force. Although the nmthematical
form of the equations (p 251, p 261)
governing the two types of flow ap- .
pears similar, many of the inferences
to be drawn in practical flow problems
are entirely different. - Walter
H.
Gaadner,
Washington State College,
Pullman, Washington
Game Management.
Charles

481
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pages.

By Aldo Leopold.
Sons,

Copyright

in 1948.

New
1933,

York
re-

$7.50.

Recently Linus Pauling, a chemist
and Nobel laureat.e, remarked that science is advanced by workers of two
types-the
Guessers and the Aeeumula,tors. The Guessers believe, as they
lea,p over the frontiers of knowledge,
what the data permit them to believe.
The Accumulators trudge behind, believing, as they secure the ground,
what, the data force them to believe.
Aldo Leopold was a successful Guesser, that is, a man who could usually
surmise the correct answer in a formula loaded with unknowns. That is
one reason why his Game Management
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is still worth reviewing today, over
two decades from the time of publication. In this book, which is far above
the a,veraget in readability, t.he aaxthor
made three ma,jor contributions.
First, he thought and wrote, not in
terms of individuals, ,but of populations.
He brought together, from
North America and Europe, what was
known of wildlife popula,tions and the
factors which controlled them.
Second, he wove this ma,terial into
a coherent whole, bridging the ga,ps in
current knowledge with bold conjectures. This ma.de for a, classic treatment of the essentials of population
dynamic.s from both the environmental
and hereditary viewpoints. These chapters on the Mechanism of Game Management, Properties od Ga(me Populations, Game Range, Controls,, etc. are
still quite useful, a tribute to the author’s apprecia,tion, not only of the
known facts of biology, but of the significance of fields which were newly
develo,ping when he wrote, such as endocrinolo’gy and vitamin nutrition.
This much would have made a valuable book, to be superseded as the
field advanced. But Leopold’s third
contribution pla,ced the work on a
more enduring plane. This was his
clear conception of the biota. as a
whole, with man a8 a, part, influencing,
the responsible custodian oi wild resources and the esthetic animal requiring them for nourishment.
In these days of professional fragmentation, when it, is becoming difficult
for a student of animal nutrition to
convert with a, student’ of plant ecology, let alone a, sociologist, it, is refreshing to read once again the words
of a man who wa.s not afraid to’venture from soil conservation to re.forestation to breeding phenology to
biopolitics, and who could relate all
these and many more’ TV the prob,lems
of good land use in its ent.irety. The
key to his a,ttitude toward such problems lies in his a,pprovd of the words
of Bailey which close his first chapter:
“We are at pains to st~ress the importance of conduct; very well: oonduct toward the earth is an esselntial
part of it. . . . To make the earth product,ive and to keep it clean and to
bear a reverent regasd for its prod-

ucts is the, special preroga,tive of good
agriculture.”
It should not be inferred that Leopold was an impra.ctical dreamer-far
from it. He was a man who followed
where his logic. led and he clearly saw
two things basic to all the rest. Onethat if we are to ha.ve wildlife we must
specifically provide the habitat which
it neieds, because an increasing appetite for land for other purposes will
soon mean use of etvery corner, desert,
rock-pile and swa.mp. The other-that
wildlife should not be justified on any
utilitarian or economic, basis alone, but
must also bte acce#pt,edon faith as an
invalua,ble part of osur heritage, to be
passed on in a condition af least as
good as that in which we found it.Rachaad D, l’alber, Museum of Verteblrate Zoology, University of California, Berkeley.
of Desetis-!C’he Proceedings
of a Symposium on the Biology of
Hot and Cold Deserts, Organized
by the Institute of Biology. Edited

Biology

by J. L. Clo,udsley-Thompson.

tu*te of RiolopJ,

Tavistock

South,

Squa,re,

Tnvistock

224 pageis.

Ins&House

London.

1954.

This book is a compeadium of papers given at theI “Bio’logy aad Pmductivity of Hot and Cold Deserts”
Conference helld a$ the Royal InstJt,ution of England in 1952. Five general fields of activity were discussed,
including (1) climate and physical environment, (2) plant ecology, (3) entomology and ecology, (4) economic
aspelcts, and (5) mammalian physiology and ecolo,gy.
Papers are concerned with diseussing the attempts to increase arid zone
productivity. A total of 2#8pa,pers a,re
included in the book. Six titles are in
French, the remainder in English.
An arid region is defined by Professor DEBE~NBAUM
as, one “where the
precipitation is much less than the
world average and therefore where the
amount, of water as vampourin the air
is much less than the a,verage, . . .”
and the secret of life in such areas is
considereld to be “. . . movelment, a
readiness and a freedom to migrate.”
For man and the larger a.nimals, migration follows storm patterns to vege-

tation benefited thereby.
For less
mobile organisms the problem is one of
ada.ptation to long dry periods through
dormancy or suspended anima,tion.
With regard to ranching on arid lands,
the general solution seems to be one
observing
the
precaution
of
of
(6.
. . . stocking well below ca.pacity,
moving the ca,tt.leconstantly, and using
the principles of pas,ture mana.gement.”
Fo’r people working on plant problems in arid lands, a quoltafion from
theI paper by Professor M. Z~HARY
may prove stimulating :
“Our examinations clearly show
that, plants growing under extreme
drought not only show a very low
transpira,tioa intensit,y as compared
with the less xemphytic Mediterranean plants but’ also us8 phenoecological and pheno-morphological
properties for further reduction of
water loss. This is far from agreeing with the view of Maximov on
xerophytes.”
From the standpoint of the range
ecologist, the seven pa,pers dealing
with entomology, pathology and microbiology may not be highly valued.
Moreover, few will want to take hhe
time to’ transla,te four of the papers
which are writ&ten in French.
The papers dealing with the economic aspects of arid zone biology are
mostly of a general nature. However,
some of the philosophy therein may
be of interest. A few quotat’ions from
the paper by Professor E. P. Stebbing
are exemplary :
“Man has been the enemy of forest
and of vegetation ever since he learnt
to, grow crops for fo,od and to’pasture
flocks and herds on the countryside.
. . . For example in India . . . when
the world was young and the population small the forest was the enemy
and to obtain pasturage for increasing
flocks the forest was fired to get rid of
it. . . . The eventual degradation of
the forest from a fine dense high forest to a scrub . . . was in effect so
imperceptible that, it had passed unperceived. . . . Wars helped in this
disappearance with the ha.bit of a retreating army of setting fire to the
oo,untryside to prevent pursuit.”
“In British West Africa the slow
depreca,tion of soil conditions . . . took
many centuries. . . . Laster migrations
of more numerous popula,tions were
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not apparently
undertaken
till the water supplies
had become so unreliable
and the soils so poor tha,t neither the
one nor the other were capable of supporting them.”
The paper by H. C. TRLJMBLE and
K. VOWROFFE on “The Influence
of
(‘limatic Factors
on the Reac,tion of
Desert Shrubs to Grazing by Sheep”
should he of particular
interest
to
The paper
is a, well
range people.
planned investigation
of the reaction
of ICoelrict sedifolia
to grazing
by
sheep. As a result of their investigations the authors conclude:
“The mosre
effective utilization
of arid and semiarid pastoral
areas depends upon the
recognition
of four outstanding
prin-

by

Arnold

M.

Schultz,

199

ciples : (I) A n analysis of t#he climate
resources,
and especially
rainfall,
in
the long-term,
with due allowance for
evaporation
rates’ and the inevitable
groups of drought years.
(2) The use
of fencing to provide for approNpria,te
grazing
management.
(3) Multiplioation of the) points a,t whic#h livestock
can secnre water.
(4) The adjustment
of &ocking ra,tes to the, variations! of
the forage
supply
which are czonsequent, upon the long-term climatic pa,ttern.”
The sessions on ma,mmalian
physiology and e,cology include papers, by
F. S. BODE.NHEIMER of .Jerusalem,
SCHMIIYP-NIELSEIN of USA, and several distinguished
English and French

CURRENT
Edited

REVIEWS

School

workers.
These papers
are concerned
with such problems as, the reactions of
animals
to environmental
heat and
cold, both physiologically
and ecologically, and investiga,tions
as to human
adaptability
to work and life in hot,
tropical,
and desert regioas.
Anyone interested
in the ecology of
semiarid or arid regions could benefit
from relading this compendium
of paAlthough
presenta,tions
vary
pers.
from general
philosophic1 a,pproaehes
to reporting
of deta.ileld scient.ifio findings, there is a wealth of information
and idea.s in this small book.-Hudson
G. Reynolds,
Rocky Mountain
Forest
and Range Experiment
Station,
Fort
Collins, Colorado.
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SOME VARIATIONSIN MORPHOLOGICALCHARACTERISTICSAND PALATABILITY AMONG
GEOGRAPHIC STRAINS OF Oryxopsis
A study of variations in morphological characteristics and palatability was
conducted using 12 geographic strains
of Oryxopsis
hymemoides
collected
throughout the range of the species.
The principal objectives were : (1)
to determine morphological differences
exhibited by geographic strains
of
Oryxopsis
hymefi’oides,
(2)
to determine if differences in palatability existed between geographic strains and
if such differences were constant when
the strains were grown on different
soil types, and (3) to test the rela,tionship between the chromogen content of
plant’ material and palatability as a
possible laboratory method for determining the preference which animals
might be expected to display for a variety or strain of unknown palatability.

hyme!aoides

(ROEM. AND SCHULT.) RICKER

Oryxopsk
hywmaoides was found to
have wide variation in growth habit,
leaf type, and size and shape of fruit.
These differences may possibly be due
to natural selection under the diverse
ecological conditions in which the species has developed. When grown in a
common nursery these differences asppea.r to be inherent within the geographic strain.

In general the strains could be classified into two ca.tegories on a basis of
shape of fruit, most being either elongated or globose.
The palata,bility ratings for the 12
strains of Osyxopsis hymewoides studied were based on the percent of the
weight of each strain eaten by rabbits. The 12 selected strains were fed
to the experimental animals in an airdried and green condition. The air-

NEWS

AND

dried maferial w’as produced in a nursery at Lincoln, Nebraska and the green
forage was produced in a nursery at
Laramie, Wyoming.
There appeared to be little correlation between palatability
and the
amount of chromogen in each strain.
The lowest number of unit,s of chromogen per gram of dry matter was 19,
found in the strain from ScottsblutY,
Nebraska and the highest was 38.5,
found in strains from Mandan, North
Dakota and Antelope Valley, California. When tested by a linear correlation, the coefficient of correlation
was -.32 indicating only a weak relationship between palatability and the
amount of chromogen present in the
plant material--Bert
L. B o h mo nt .
Wyoming
Agricultural Experiment
Station, Laramie, Wyoming.

NOTES

Keller Named Head, ARS
Reseeding and Management
Project
Dr. WESLEY KELLERhas been named
to succeed Dr. R. E. WAGNERas leader
of the Range Reseeding and Management Project for the Western Region
in the Forage and Range Section of
the Agricultural
Reseasch
Service.
KELLEX joined the1former Division of
Forage Crops and Diseases in 1936
and has been stationed at Logan, Utah
conducting grass breeding and cultural
studies. He has trans,ferred to Beltsville, Maryland as of April 1, 1956.

Greenslet Given Distinguished
Service Aw,ard
EDMUND R. GRGE~NSLET,Nevada
State Supervisor for the Bureau of
Land Management, received the Distinguished
Service Award,
highest

honor conferred by the Department of
the Interior, on March 12, 1956. Mr.
GRE[ENSLF,T
has completed 37 yea,rs of
service fo’r the Federal Government in
the field of range1 conservation and
management. A native of Redfield,
South Dakota, he stndied a.gricultural
engineering at, the! University of Idaho.
Following work in irrigation engineering in Idaho and Oregon he joined
the Geological Survey in 1918 to commence, his long and distinguished career in government service.

Pasture Weed Control
Workers Named
Pasture weed specialists have been
named for the north central and northeastern region in the Weed Investigations Section of the ARS, according to
Dr. M. W. PARKER, Head of the Section. EVERETTHOLLIXGSWORTH
will be

sta.tioned at Lafayette, Indiana, in cooperation with the Department of
Botany, Purdue University, for work
with weed c.ontrol practices in pastures
and the establishment of forage crops
for new pastures typical of the north
central region. Dr. M. M. SCHREIBER,
formerly with the Agronomy Department at Cornell University, will assume a similar position for the northeastern states, with headquarters at
Ithaca.
Dr. LE~ONARD
L. JANSEN, formerly
with the halogeton project at Logan,
Utah has transferred to the Plant Industry Station at’Beltsville, Maryland.

Grass Damage by Crane Flies
Noted in California
Larvae of the range crane fly (Tip+
Za, simplex)
have destroyed hundreds
of acres of range feed in Santa Clara

WITH
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SOME VARIATIONSIN MORPHOLOGICALCHARACTERISTICSAND PALATABILITY AMONG
GEOGRAPHIC STRAINS OF Oryxopsis
A study of variations in morphological characteristics and palatability was
conducted using 12 geographic strains
of Oryxopsis
hymemoides
collected
throughout the range of the species.
The principal objectives were : (1)
to determine morphological differences
exhibited by geographic strains
of
Oryxopsis
hymefi’oides,
(2)
to determine if differences in palatability existed between geographic strains and
if such differences were constant when
the strains were grown on different
soil types, and (3) to test the rela,tionship between the chromogen content of
plant’ material and palatability as a
possible laboratory method for determining the preference which animals
might be expected to display for a variety or strain of unknown palatability.

hyme!aoides

(ROEM. AND SCHULT.) RICKER

Oryxopsk
hywmaoides was found to
have wide variation in growth habit,
leaf type, and size and shape of fruit.
These differences may possibly be due
to natural selection under the diverse
ecological conditions in which the species has developed. When grown in a
common nursery these differences asppea.r to be inherent within the geographic strain.

In general the strains could be classified into two ca.tegories on a basis of
shape of fruit, most being either elongated or globose.
The palata,bility ratings for the 12
strains of Osyxopsis hymewoides studied were based on the percent of the
weight of each strain eaten by rabbits. The 12 selected strains were fed
to the experimental animals in an airdried and green condition. The air-
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Grass Damage by Crane Flies
Noted in California
Larvae of the range crane fly (Tip+
Za, simplex)
have destroyed hundreds
of acres of range feed in Santa Clara

NEWS
Connty, California over the past, few
yea,rs. Extensive losses are occurring
this year because of an unusually wet
winter. The larvae are nocturnal feeders and cause grea.test damage in January a.nd February, according to M. S.
BECKI~EY,Farm Advisor at San Jose.
Control may beIachieved by poison bait
and reseeding with annual rye on severely damaged areas.

AND

ence may obtain further information
frolm Annourmement 58B of the U. S.
Civil Service Commission, obtainable
through local post offices or regional
Civil Service offices.
RANGE

MEN ABROAD

PALME~R
SCHIELE of the BLM Phoenix, Arizona District Offioe has returned to Washington, D. C. following
completion of a 2-yeas technical assistance assignment in Tel Aviv, Israel. He assisted officials oef the Israel
Government on range improvement including the design and s,upervision of
construction of detention dams, spillways, contour bmedsand water spreading projects.

FOREST SCIENCE E,stablished
As Research Journal
FOREST SCIENCE is entelring its
second year as a quarterly journal of
research and technical developmentsinterrmtional in content and asppeal
and of interes,t to scientists, educators
and s!pecia,lists. It is published by the
Society of American Foresters. Subscriptions at $6 per year can be placed
with Forest Scierme, Mills Building,
Washington 6, D. C.

Announcement has been received of
a new Civil Service examination for
Agricultural Research Scientist positions for duty in the Department of
Sgriculture,
the Department of the
Interior and other agencies in Washington, D. C. and throughout the U. S.
Fields covered by this examination
include Range Conservat*ion, Animal
Husbandry, Soil Science and Research
Forester for positions of GS-7
to
GS-14
at $4,525 tot $10,320 a year.
Qualified applicants with appropriate education and professional experi-

BARRY C. PAR~K,formerly in charge
of Range and Wildlife Management
on the Custer Na,tional Forest, and for
the past two years on a technical assistance mission with the1ICA to Jor-
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J. BADEN CAMPBELLof Swift Curren$ Saskatchewan is on a range assignment in Iceland. He will return
to Ca.nada albout September 15.

POSITION

RANCH

dan, recently returned to the United
States. He will be in charge of technical aspects of range management
operations in Region 1 of the Forest
Service. PARK carried out a range improvement program in Jordan involving the fencing of a 3,000 acre demonstration area, water development and
windbreak plantings.

LES ALBEE of the Soil Conservation
Service a,t Rapid City, South Dakota
is in Tehran, Iran to head up a Regional Range Management Training
Course for the International Cooperation Administrat,ion for technicians
from Iran, Jordan, Libya, Iraq, Egypt,
Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Turkey and
Lebanon. LE:Swill return to the States
in early August.

New Agricultural Research
Scientist Examinakion
Announced

LONGMONT,
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Each loan is made to fit the partitular purpose for which credit is
needed.
Repayment program arranged to coincide with anticipated
income.

Detailed
your

information
is available
focal
Production
Credit
Association
Office.
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Address your inquiries in Colorado to the
nearest Production Credit Association Office
located in the following cities:

Denver, P.O. Box 6946
Colorado Springs, P.O. Box 146
Fort Collins, P.O. Box 608
La Junta, P.O. Box 488
Monte Vista, P.O. Box 350
Montrose, P.O. Box 328
Rifle
Sterlins. P.O. Box 551

